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From Founders House

The Way Forward

Over the course of recent months i have been working 
with colleagues to streamline and clarify our priorities. Actu-
ally, it’s pretty simple. For St. Mike’s to succeed as a Catholic 

university—with emphasis on both of those words—we need to invest 
in teaching and in student facilities. That doesn’t mean ignoring other 
needs, but it does mean being clear about what matters most.

Our wonderful new professors are profiled on page 18. Their pres-
ence on campus testifies eloquently to the fact that when we embrace 
our mission and our history, we’re capable of attracting the very best. 
Coming to St. Mike’s means joining an institution that shares in the 
academic life, stan-
dards and ambitions 
of the University of 
Toronto, while at the 
same time staying 
faithful to a Catholic 
intellectual tradition 
that is, in its fullest 
and richest expres-
sion, increasingly rare 
on North American 
campuses.

And by reinvesting 
in Brennan Hall, we’re 
taking a big, important 
and long overdue step 
in the direction of re-
newing our student 
spaces. In our new 
vision, we’re not only 
making Brennan more user-friendly for our students (who are being care-
fully consulted as we proceed), we’re also giving them a new reason to 
gather in what has been for decades the centre of student life at St. Mike’s. 
That’s because the project also provides for the move of the Registrar’s 
Office from its cramped and unsatisfactory quarters in Alumni Hall to a 
completely re-equipped and re-imagined home in Brennan.

This marks my last message to you as President. When I took up the 
job three years ago, I said that I had two objectives. The first was to work 
quickly to fix things that needed fixing and to introduce some necessary 

reforms. The idea was that if we could make early progress on this, the 
University could resume its efforts to find a distinguished scholar and 
academic administrator to lead it into the future. That particular goal was 
accomplished through the appointment of David Sylvester, a gifted and 
deeply experienced Catholic educator and a truly inspired choice. He will 
be more properly introduced in the next issue.

My second objective was to ensure that St. Michael’s is fully living up 
to its mission as the University of Toronto’s Catholic federated partner.  
I meant and still mean “Catholic” in its truest sense, not limited to a single 
perspective, but warmly welcoming to all within the Church and in the 

wider community. At 
the same time, I con-
tinue to believe that to 
be Catholic ultimately 
has real meaning, some-
thing necessarily linked 
to divinely inspired 
teaching, to sacrament 
and tradition, to a holy 
ordering that derives 
from our Lord’s charge 
to St. Peter, to a rich and 
diverse global commu-
nity of the faithful, and 
to a radical insight into 
the nature and destiny 
of the human person.

Pursuing that sec-
ond objective has been 
deeply rewarding, and 

deeply challenging. That was to be expected, and will continue to be the 
case. The President is the guardian of our mission, and the person who 
works out (and stands up for) the space, freedom and quintessentially 
Canadian mutual accommodation that allows us to be, faithfully and 
authentically, who we are called to be. F

David Mulroney 7T8, President & Vice-Chancellor
University of St. Michael’s College 
usmc.presidentsoffice@utoronto.ca 

“Investment in teaching and student spaces paves the way forward.”
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Start Spreading the News
St. Mike’s alumni are taking a bite out of the Big Apple

By Ruth Hanley
With files from Valerie Burnatowski 1T1 and Ainsley Gilkinson 0T9

First Flight

S t. mike’s follows its students wher-
ever they go! Manhattan’s SoHo neigh-
bourhood became honorary USMC 

territory for one November evening last year, 
as alumnus Donall Healy (6T8) and his wife, 
Joyce, opened up their home—a converted 
blacksmith’s shop—to fellow USMC alumni 
living in the Big Apple. At the time, Donall 
was coming up to the 50th anniversary of 
his graduation from St. Mike’s, and he and 
Joyce could think of no better way to mark 
the occasion than inviting fellow alumni to 
their home for an evening of networking 
and reminiscing over cocktails. “Over the 
years, we’ve hosted four or five events for St. 
Mike’s, but it’s been far too long since the 
last one,” says Donall. “I let the Alumni office 
know that our house was available if they wanted 
to organize another reception—and they did!”

Randy Boyagoda, Principal and Vice-Pres-
ident of USMC, was also there to update the 
alumni about current happenings at the College, 
including a preview presentation of The Gilson 
Seminar in Faith and Ideas, USMC’s exciting 
new program for first-year students. 

It was a lively event, with more than 30 St. 
Mike’s grads from various class years sharing sto-
ries and exchanging experiences of their time at 
the College. “The turnout was great and, more 
importantly, it attracted a fair number of young 
alumni,” says Donall. All in all, the event was 
a wonderful success, and alumni left the Healy 
residence with new memories and connections. 

We caught up with some of the young 
alumni who are now making their mark in New 

York City, to find out what they have been up to 
since moving to that city, and get their thoughts 
on being a St. Mike’s alumnus.

It’s clear that their time at St. Mike’s 
had a strong influence on their future lives.  

“The educational foundation and moral guid-
ance I received, as a member of St. Mike’s and 
the University of Toronto as a whole, helped me 
progress in law school and now in my profes-
sional career,” says Lucas Sambrook (1T3). (See 
page 5 for a description of each alumnus.) 

Keeping the bonds strong
The four alumni we interviewed all raved 
about their USMC memories. “It is a close-
knit and diverse community at the heart of 

a vibrant city,” says Kennard Wong (1T3). 
For Sambrook, that sense of connection is 
what sets St. Mike’s apart from every other 
college or university. “Despite being part of 
the University of Toronto—which has the 
largest student body in Canada—St. Mike’s 
still manages to create a collegial tight-knit 
community with a strong support system.” 
But it’s not just the institution that made a dif-
ference to their lives, they say, but the friends 
and connections they forged there. Sambrook 
and Wong are actually good friends from their 
time in residence at More House. 

Kelsey Letang (1T1) also lived in residence 
for her four years at St. Mike’s, “and I appreci-
ate that time so much because it led to a lot 
of really great friendships.” She goes back to 
Toronto frequently to visit friends, “most of 
whom I met while in residence at SMC. We 
laugh a lot reminiscing about our time in the 
Canada Room.” 

The friendships they developed at St. Mike’s 
contributed to them becoming the people they 
are today. “I met some of the most resilient, bad-
ass women during my time at St. Mike’s, and 
I’m all the better for it,” says Zainab Shah (0T8).

The wide diversity of St. Mike’s students—
one of the strong points in undergrad life—
unfortunately also means that people head off 
in many varied directions once they graduate, 
making alumni get-togethers essential. “I was 
fortunate enough to develop lifelong friends at 
St. Mike’s who I can still call my closest friends 
today,” says Sambrook. “A group of [Kennard’s 
and my] closest friends from St. Mike’s, who we 

Why did you decide to attend this 
alumni reception? 

“It was an excellent 
opportunity to be among 

individuals who share the same 
pride as myself in being alumni 
of St. Mike’s, and a great way 
to meet fellow alumni living 

in NYC from all types of 
career paths.”

lucas sambrook
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Zainab Shah (0t8)

is a Quantitative Researcher at GSa Capital, 
which involves creating mathematical models of 
stock returns to guide investment decisions in 
the quantitative finance industry. in addition to 
her HBsc in math and its applications to Finance 
from u of t, she has an msc mathematics in 
Finance from nyu (2013). 

is Global Lead, Strategy & 
Operations, at buzzfeed. 
she manages the day-to-day 
operations for Buzzfeed’s 
nine offices outside of the 
us—everything from bud-
gets to execution of strategic 
initiatives. among her previ-
ous positions, Zainab was an 
editor and writer at Saveur 
magazine, and an adjunct 
lecturer at City university of 
new york. she has her master 
of Fine arts from antioch 
university–los angeles.

is a Product Controller at bMO Capital Markets.  
after receiving his Bsc at st. mike’s in 2013, Kennard 
completed his master of Finance at Queen’s university 
in 2017. He was the usmC undergraduate representative 
on Collegium and part of the smrC (st. mike’s residence 
Council) in 2012, and don of more House in 2013. as well, 
he was on the smC intramural rugby team for four years.

KennaRd WOnG (1t3)  

KeLSey LetanG (1t1) 

is a member of the in-
house real estate counsel 
for Roc Capital holdings, 
LLC, a private lending/fintech 
company. a 2016 graduate of 
new york law school (Juris doc-
tor), he now serves as counsel 
for the company, handling all 
real estate related legal issues 
alongside the general Counsel. 
However, you might know him 
better as the captain and coach 
of the hockey team that won 
the st. mike’s division 1 intra-
mural championships in 2012.

LuCaS SaMbROOK (1t3) 
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What advice do you have for someone 
who wants to move to New York City 
and start a career?

regularly keep in touch with, recently visited 
us, coming from Winnipeg, Ottawa, Toronto 
and even Peru!” 

But alumni gatherings don’t just strengthen 
the bonds with old friends, they help attendees 
weave new connections with people they might 
not have had the chance to meet during their 
campus years. The best thing about attending 
this particular alumni gathering was “meeting 
fellow alumni and members of the present St. 
Mike’s community, who had taken a number 
of different paths in life,” says Sambrook. “It 

was interesting to hear how the College has 
evolved over the years. I was fortunate to make 
great connections, and we have kept in touch 
following this event.”

Life in the city that never sLeeps 
What do these alum love about the city they 
now call home? “The constant hustle and 
energy New York exudes,” says Sambrook. 
“The opportunities are endless—you never 
know who could be standing next to you 
on the subway.” Letang originally went to 

New York to do her Master’s degree and be 
closer to the opportunities on Wall Street. 
“I ended up staying, and it has now been 
over six years.” A real selling point for New 
York, she says, “is the extreme convenience 
of the city. There are 37 pizza places within 
a 15-minute walk of my apartment!”  Food 
isn’t everything, though, as Wong points out. 
“Getting a good slice of pizza here is easy; 
getting on the subway during peak hours, 
however, is quite the opposite.” In fact, 
one big benefit of attending this alumni 

“New York has a reputation for grind-
ing people down. To live here long 
term, you have to get out and 
enjoy the access to music, art and 
food—that makes putting up with 
tiny fifth-floor walkups and rats on 
your commute well worth it.”

–Kelsey Letang 

“I like attending alumni receptions because you never know who you will meet.… 
I was hoping to meet new people, and I ended up reconnecting with some alumni 

that I haven’t seen since I graduated and didn’t even know were in New York.”

kelsey letang
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“Keep an open 
mind. look out for 
traffic and beware 
of tourist traps.”

–Kennard Wong 

reception, he says, was “listening to other 
St. Mike’s grads and their stories on how 
they made the transition to NYC, and what 
has kept them here since.” 

Shah didn’t come to New York by choice—
the decision to move was made in the after-
math  of a difficult relationship—“but it made 
me feel like I was something to be celebrated, 
like I could be myself and didn’t need to apolo-
gize to anyone for it. For this, I will always love 
this city. No matter who you are, you will find 
your people and a way to be yourself here.” 

Looking to the future, it’s clear that the 
St. Mike’s ethos has had an impact on their 
thinking. “I aspire to make a meaningful 
impact upon society, both in a business 
sense and socially, to continue furthering 
the foundation I received as a member of 
St. Mike’s,” says Sambrook.  

Wong, on the other hand, is a little more 
down to earth. When asked about his aspi-
rations for the future, he replies, “Haven’t 
really thought about it—maybe move back 
to More House!” F

“Do it! i recommend staying involved and 
connected with the University of toronto, 
particularly by joining the St. Mike’s alumni 
association, which often hosts events in NYC. 
there is never a shortage of people just like 
you—you’ll be surprised by how many 
opportunities there are to meet people 
and develop relationships.”

–Lucas Sambrook

To stay up to date with St. Mike’s 
news and events happening in  
your area—including alumni  
gatherings like these—go to  
stmikes.utoronto.ca/usmc-events.

To make sure you know about events 
happening in your neighbourhood, 
please ensure that we have your 
up-to-date email and contact 
information. You can make a change 
at address.update@utoronto.ca.

What do you value 
the most about your 

experience at St. Mike’s?

“The space, time 
and libraries to chase 

curiosities down 
rabbit holes.”

zainab shah

sharing stories at nyC alumni night: 
(from left) lucas sambrook 1t3, 
nicole liew 1t3,  marie Figueiredo 
1t0, and Kelsey letang 1t1.
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We all know the story of the 
discovery of insulin, right—
Banting and Best? Well, yes, 

but not totally. As with any monumental 
discovery, many people were involved in 
the development of this life-saving treat-
ment for diabetes. One of them was Peter 
Joseph Moloney, a graduate in “Onety-Two” 
(1912) of the University of St. Michael’s 
College. Now his story has been told by his 
granddaughter, Mary Veronica Moloney, in 
a book that pulls together primary docu-
ments—anecdotes from Peter as well as fam-
ily and friends, personal letters, yearbook 
write-ups and corporate newsletters—that 
taken together tell the story of “Canada’s 
preeminent chemist, biochemist, pioneer-
ing immunologist and vaccine researcher.” 

Veronica has made it her duty to tell his 
story in Behind Insulin: The Life and Legacy 
of Doctor Peter Joseph Moloney. “His signifi-
cant contributions in the field of medicine 
are not widely known, but they consist of 
work that extended many lives, and helped 
secure lasting fame for Frederick Banting 

and Charles Best 
and international 
prominence for 
the University of 
Toronto.”   

But there was 
more to the man 
than his ground-
breaking medi-
cal research, as 
the subtitle of 

the book—A Man’s Catholic Faith & Bold 
Science—shows.

simple beginnings
Born in 1891, Peter grew 
up in Powassan, Ont., a 
small village near North 
Bay that he later recalled 
with much love. When he 
was in Grade 10, recalls 
Peter’s eldest son, Henry, 

“the [school] master said to his young pupil, 
‘You know more than I do, Peter. You will 
have to go away to school in Toronto.’” And 
to Catholics in Ontario at the time, that 
meant St. Michael’s College in Toronto.  

  “The only English-speaking institution 
in Ontario that could grant a Catholic boy 
a degree of higher education at this time,” 
writes Veronica, “was the Basilian College 
in Toronto.… St. Michael’s College high 
school was also a boarding school, and Peter 
lived there, in a building east of St. Basil’s 
Church on St. Joseph Street, which has now 
given way to development.”  

In 1908, after completing high school, 
Peter passed into the degree program of the 
University of Toronto, a member of one of 
the first St. Michael’s classes to do so. For 
his BA, he mixed physics, chemistry, biol-
ogy and mathematics with English, French, 
Latin and philosophy. But in addition to 
excelling academically (including taking 
the prize for mathematics), he shone as an 
athlete and in social activities, playing on a 
championship football team, wearing the 

M for football, playing and coach-
ing lacrosse, and being a member of 
the drama society and the Yearbook 
Committee.

Peter was formed by, and became 
friends with, many of the professors 
and Basilian fathers at St. Mike’s, 
including Etienne Gilson and Fr. 
(later Monsignor) Edward Synan. 
Fr. Henry Carr, C.S.B., in par-
ticular, became a great friend and 
mentor. In fact, while Peter was 
studying at the U of T for his MA 
in Chemistry, he and Fr. Carr went 
to Berlin to study German in July 
1914 —just as tensions were rising 
that would lead to the First World 
War. (At the time, German was considered 
the language a scientist should know.)  

After he received his MA, Peter went on 
a bursary to the University of California in 
Berkeley. It was there that he met his wife, 
a university student there, and they were 
married at Newman Hall, Berkeley, in 1916. 
But Peter was anxious to get back home to 
help with the war effort.  He went to work 
with the Department of Agriculture in Ot-
tawa, and it was his work there that helped 
him get his job in the Chemistry Depart-
ment with Connaught Laboratories. Immu-
nochemistry was a new field at that time. 

In his reminiscences, Peter recalled the 
work conditions. “It was an old rattle-trap 
place in the basement of the Medical Build-
ing…. There was a glass-stoppered bottle of 
picric acid on a shelf. When a motor was 

The Story Behind Insulin
New book spotlights a St. Mike’s grad who is an unsung hero of diabetes treatment

in print

8 Spring/Summer 2018 St. Michael’s



in operation (in connection with the con-
centration of acetone solution of extracted 
insulin), the whole building would shake. 
On this occasion, the bottle of picric acid 
fell to the floor. Well, picric acid is an explo-
sive, and there was a most terrific explosion. 
It was a pound of picric acid. If the pound 
had gone off, it would have blown the room 
to pieces. But it was a glass-stoppered bottle 
and there was a dry piece of picric acid in 
between the stopper and the bottle. This 
is the part that exploded, the little bit. It 
didn’t detonate the whole mass, fortunately 
for me. Picric acid is to be kept moist with 
water and should never be in a bottle with 
a glass stopper. I found that out; that was all.” 

maKing his marK on the worLd
Peter received his first award—the Order 
of the British Empire (OBE)—in 1946 for 

his development of an antiserum to treat 
the thousands of wounded soldiers who had 
developed gas gangrene. But his influence 
began much earlier. Among his achievements, 
just a year after insulin was discovered in 1921, 
he resolved the problem of severe reactions to 
it by developing a reaction-free insulin, in the 
world’s first successful large-scale production of 
insulin. (That became the work of his historic 
PhD entitled “On the Purification of Insulin.”) 
Soon after, he developed the first production 
of diphtheria toxoid in North America, along 
with the intradermal Moloney Reaction Test. 
His medical research continued in the 1940s 
with the development of a combined vac-
cine of diphtheria toxoid and pertussis (the 
first of many later combinations) and, in the 
1950s, the development of two new long-
lasting penicillins, and sulphated insulin for 
insulin-resistant patients.  

In addition to his OBE, Peter received 
a number of awards for his work. Among 
them, in 1967 the then Governor General 
of Canada, Roland Michener, presented 
him with the Gairdner International Award 
(which a Globe and Mail editorial later called 
Canada’s only major international scien-
tific prize) “in recognition of a long and 

Peter Joseph moloney at the Pontifical 
institute of mediaeval studies (Pims) 
Convocation on January 25, 1971 (with 
Fr. michael m. sheehan in background).

St. Michael’s Spring/Summer 2018 9 



distinguished career marked by many im-
portant contributions to immunology and 
diabetes.” And in October 1971, he received 
the first-ever Charles H. Best Prize from Dr. 
Best himself. Also in 1971, he received an hon-
orary doctorate from the University of Toronto.

But perhaps the best recognition he 
could receive came from those whose lives 
he touched. Dr. Lou Goldsmith, technical 
director for NutraSweet, recalls, “I was a 
graduate student with Dr. Moloney until 
I received my PhD in 1955.… [He] was 
probably the single most influential person 
in my life. I will never forget him.”

Peter’s outlook was informed by both 
his faith and his constant desire to learn. 
Veronica writes that “he was known to pray 
the Hail Mary in English, Latin, German, 

Spanish, French, Italian, Gaelic and Arabic, 
honouring his wife’s and his own heritage.” 
Monsignor Edward Synan wrote in a biogra-
phy of him for the Royal Society of Canada, 
“Most important of all, Peter Moloney was 
marked by faith—faith in his fellow scien-
tists, whom he defended consistently against 
accusations of in-fighting, faith in Canada, 
faith in his church.”

After the death of his wife, Peter contin-
ued to live in a house rented from St. Mi-
chael’s College, and later at Elmsley Place.  
His last days were spent at the Basilian in-
firmary, in the company of his friends. F  

behind insulin: the life and legacy of  
doctor Peter Joseph Moloney is available at 
amazon.ca

“ Most important of 
all, Peter Moloney 
was marked by 
faith—faith in his 
fellow scientists, 
whom he defended 
consistently against 
accusations of in-
fighting, faith in 
Canada, faith in  
his church.”

Tuesday, Sept 25
1 pm – 8 pm  $5 entry fee 

Wednesday, Sept 26
and Thursday, Sept 27
10 am – 8 pm

Friday, Sept 28 ½ price books all day 
10 am – 8 pm 

Saturday, Sept 29 
10 am – 3 pm $15 a box all day

Payment options available: Credit (Visa & MC), debit cards, and cash. 

2018 Book Sale HourS

The Friends are actively seeking volunteers, both students and 
alumni, to assist year-round in:

•	 Picking up books from donors throughout the GTA
•	 Sorting books into categories for the Book Sale 

During the sale period in September, The Friends volunteers will 
be needed to:

•	 Set up for the sale
•	 Restock book sale tables
•	 Pack up unsold books

Please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Rick Hayward,  
at kelly.friends@utoronto.ca

We are looking for book donations

We accept: Books of all subject areas in great condition, books in all 
languages, CDs, DVDs, vinyl records, sheet music and song books.

Donations can be dropped off at the Kelly Library, 113 St. Joseph 
Street, during library hours.

For larger quantities, pickups by volunteer drivers can be arranged. 
For more information, please contact kelly.friends@utoronto.ca 

 The FRienDS oF The KeLLy LiBARy’S

uSmc Book Sale 

Carr Hall, 100 St. Joseph Street 
(across the street from the kelly library)
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Continuity
changein

Major renovation will 
revitalize this much-loved 
centre while maintaining 
its place as the social 
heart of St. Mike’s

By Mark Osbaldeston 9T0

BrennAn HAll



On the morning of August 29, 1939, hundreds of St. 
Michael’s College alumni came back to campus to 
celebrate the official opening of Brennan Hall. The 
day started with Mass at St. Basil’s Church and, fol-
lowing the formal dedication of the new building by 

Archbishop James Charles McGuigan, concluded with a festive lunch 
in Brennan’s second-floor dining hall. No one in attendance on that 
late-summer morning could have known how radically life was about 
to change: less than two weeks later, Canada declared war on Germany. 

Change has been a constant in the eight decades since. Yet through 
it all, Brennan Hall has remained at the centre of St. Mike’s campus 
life, providing space for dining, meeting and socializing. Now a major, 
two-stage renovation is underway that aims to revitalize Brennan Hall’s 
interior while securing its place as the student-focused social heart of St. 
Mike’s for years to come. 

“Where else could one relax with a Coke and french fries, listen to loud 
Beatles’ tunes, and compare exam results with a bunch of co-ed friends? 
Where else could you dance, meet other USMC’ers—non-residents, as 
well as those in other dorms—and still be close to your dorm…in order 
to get back before curfew?

For us, Brennan Hall really was the “heart” of USMC…a place for 
socializing, nourishment and fun.…” 

– Jane Lavery 6T8

“During my five years at U of T, I spent time in many areas of campus, 
taking courses and engaging in peace activism, but I called St. Mike’s 
home. In particular, Brennan Hall and the [Dodig Family] COOP 
were home because that was where my friends were. I met most of these 
folks on the first day of orientation in September 1986, and a group 
of us developed a close-knit friendship/family that remains strong today.

I was a commuter student—a ‘day hop’—and having a welcoming 
meeting place to socialize on campus was invaluable to me. Both Brennan a
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Lounge and the COOP reflected the diversity not only of the university, 
but of the city. There were members of the Italian Club who lounged 
there, the student council offices were there, and of course everyone knew 
that Lourdes, who ran the COOP, would provide comfort food for all.”
– Esther Cieri 9T0

A DeSign for The AgeS
Architect Arthur W. Holmes, then in his 70s and at the end of a prolific 
career that had seen him design Catholic churches and institutional 
buildings across the province, planned Brennan Hall in the same Gothic 
revival style as his 1935-36 Teefy/Fisher/More complex on Queen’s Park 
Crescent. But Brennan Hall marked a turning point in the development 
of the campus. Both complexes can be traced to a pre-Depression 
master plan that would have seen every building on campus razed, 
including St. Basil’s Church. Yet Brennan Hall’s deft insertion among 
its historic neighbours suggested a new ethos where the best of the 
past could be integrated with new 
construction.

The emergence of Brennan 
Hall at the top of Elmsley Place 
also signalled the transforma-
tion of an upscale residential 
enclave into a new academic 
precinct. It was named after Fr. 
Laurence Brennan (1847-1904), 
who, after teaching history at 
St. Mike’s and serving as its 
director of studies, became the 
first full-time pastor of St. Ba-
sil’s Church. The building that 
bears his name knit St. Basil’s 
into what had become an urban 
campus with a unique village 
feel—an impression height-
ened by the sight of St. Basil’s 
spire (constructed in 1895 un-
der Fr. Brennan’s pastorship, to 
Holmes’s design) rising above the whole.

“[My] uncle, Fr. Wilfrid Dore, CSB, was a long-time faculty member 
in the Department of Philosophy. During his long tenure at SMC, he 
undertook a number of creative initiatives. On the social level, he be-
came the advisor to groups of Young Christian Workers, who ended up 
building two small village communes near Sharon, Ontario. Another 
of his projects was the rock garden outside of Brennan Hall. He had a 
green thumb and for many years he designed and cared for this garden. 
I believe it was once featured in a Canadian magazine on gardens.

I wish you well with the new designs for Brennan Hall. I hope you 
are able to preserve space for a rock garden to provide a place for peace 
and for wonder on a busy campus in the heart of the city.”
– Paul Burns 6T2

A SociAL hub
If the St. Michael’s College campus 
can be viewed as a village, Brennan 
Hall is its undoubted community 
centre, a gathering place for faculty 
and students alike, both resident 
and non-resident. Brennan’s role 
as social hub was solidified when 
renovations in the early 1960s al-
lowed the COOP cafeteria, which 
had opened in 1947 (and is now 
called the Dodig Family COOP), 
to relocate to Brennan from the 
first floor of Carr Hall. 

In the 1950s, the architects J.F. 
(Frank) Brennan, an SMC/U of 

T alumnus (though not related to Fr. Laurence Brennan), and George 
Richard Whale, a U of T alumnus, designed Elmsley Hall to the west 
of Brennan Hall, connecting the buildings with a bridge. Both Elmsley 
Hall and Carr Hall (which Brennan and Whale had collaborated on 
with the Quebec architect Ernest Cormier) displayed a version of the 
distinctively tooled limestone facing of Teefy/Fisher/More and Bren-
nan halls. In the later 1960s, Brennan and Whale continued the use 
of this distinctive stonework in devising a major northern addition for 
Brennan Hall, complementing it with copper, plate glass and concrete. 
That addition, named the Student-Faculty Centre, opened in 1967, 
providing the current home for the COOP. The sun-filled location, 
overlooking a sunken terrace, would provide a pleasant place for 
meals by day and later, on Friday nights, lots of room for dancing 
at the St. Mike’s pubs.

For me, this was
a place where I worked, 
a place where we connected  
with friends, and  
a place where we helped one 
another through the clumsiness 
of discovering ourselves.

– Michael McCarthy 9T4
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“During the year 1961-1962, I was the manager of the COOP, after 
its recent physical transfer from Carr Hall to the totally remodelled first 
floor of Brennan Hall. Our biggest-selling food items at the time were 
coffee, infrared heated hot dogs, pie, and butter tarts, among a few others. 

One day, Lester B. Pearson, who was running for election, visited 
the St. Mike’s campus. As he and his entourage wanted to enter Brennan 
Hall, we had to ban him from entering the COOP area, and locked 
the doors from the inside, because of a real fear of harm that could come 
due to overcrowding. 

Another COOP story from that time was when one evening during 
our regular cleanup, Fr. John Kelly came down from upstairs when a 
particularly loud Oscar Peterson song was playing on our jukebox and 
told us, ‘Shut that g.d. thing off!’ (We worried and thought we were 
going to be expelled.)”
– Ed Ehmann 6T3

“Brennan Hall would magically transform into the St. Mike’s Pub every 
Friday. For me, this was a place where I worked, a place where we con-
nected with friends, and a place where we helped one another through 
the clumsiness of discovering ourselves.”
– Michael McCarthy 9T4

inveSTing in The fuTure
Now, eight decades after Brennan Hall was built and five decades after 
its 1960s expansion, the building’s public spaces are in need of major 
renovation. In keeping with Brennan Hall’s own history of adaptation 
and renewal, this renovation will build on the past while taking the 
complex into the 21st century. A significant change will be the relocation 
of the USMC Office of the Registrar to Brennan Hall from its current 
location on the second floor of the Muzzo Family Alumni Hall. A review 
undertaken in 2016 by USMC Principal Randy Boyagoda, working with 
the Office of the Registrar of the Faculty of Arts and Science, found St. 

Mike’s services lacking when compared to best practices at similar-sized 
universities. A 2015 survey had found that students ranked registrar 
services as foremost in importance, followed by the Office of Student 
Life. Moving the Registrar’s Office to Brennan Hall will make both of-
fices easily accessible in a single building for the students they serve. The 
new Registrar’s Office will occupy space on the eastern half of Brennan 
Lounge, in the 1939 part of the building, whose main foyer off Elmsley 
Place will also be updated. The western half of Brennan Lounge will 
contain flexible space for socializing and quiet study.

“Brennan and the COOP were at the heart of my St. Mike’s experience. 
We want that to be true for generations of students to come.” 
–   David Mulroney 7T8, President and Vice-Chancellor,  

University of St. Michael’s College

“As someone who transferred to St. Mike’s in their second year, the Reg-
istrar’s Office was extremely helpful in guiding me to choose the right 
courses. But sometimes we would have to wait for an hour or more in 
areas with few chairs and little space, and there were times I would have 
to walk out. The idea of the Registrar’s Office being in an open, inviting 
space where I can work while I wait would make a huge difference and 
make the process much easier.”
–   Samantha Douek,  

President 2017-18, St. Michael’s College Students’ Union

“The renovations at Brennan Hall will [create] a multi-functional 
hub where you can relax, you can chat with friends, and you 
can get your business done with the Registrar. It will also create 
a through-line from that student services experience into a social/
work space, the kind of place where St. Mike’s alum have had some 
of their most memorable experiences.” 
–  Randy Boyagoda, Principal, University of St. Michael’s College
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Construction on the new Registrar’s Office and 
refurbished Brennan Lounge began on January 
22, 2018, and constitutes the first phase of the 
renovation plan devised by the architectural firm 
Gow Hastings. The Toronto-based architects 
bring relevant experience to the job, having de-
signed the Ryerson University Student Services 
Hub, the Registrar’s Office for the Ontario In-
stitute for Studies in Education (OISE) and U 
of T’s Centre for Teaching Support and Innovation, among other post-
secondary student and administrative spaces. Continuing a tradition of 
student consultation that informed Brennan and Whale’s Student-Faculty 
Centre addition in 1967, Gow Hastings canvassed students early in the 
planning process, along with faculty and staff. The resulting design is 
intended to provide maximum flexibility in the public areas for the various 
functions that Brennan has always served, along with modern amenities 
such as charging stations for electronic devices that would have seemed 
the stuff of science fiction in the past.

The second stage of the project, which started this spring, will see the 
northern half of Brennan Hall refurbished, including the Dodig Family 
COOP. From the COOP, the adjacent offices of the St. Michael’s College 
Student Union will be visible through glass partitions. Existing offices and 
meeting rooms on the first and second floors of the 1967 addition will 
also be opened up visually to refurbished lobby areas through the use of 
glass, providing welcoming space for The Mike, student clubs, chaplaincy 
services and commuter dons.

When construction is completed next fall, the resulting building may 
seem, in one way, like a different Brennan Hall. But in its renewed abil-
ity to serve the changing needs of the community for which it was built, 
Brennan Hall will be very much the building whose dedication proud 
alumni gathered to witness 79 years ago. F 

USMC alumnus Mark Osbaldeston (9T0) is the author of the books 
Unbuilt Toronto, Unbuilt Toronto 2 and Unbuilt Hamilton. He 
is the curator of the Unbuilt Hamilton exhibit being presented now 
through Labour Day at the Hamilton Museum of Steam and Technology.

Brennan and the COOP were at the heart of my 
St. Mike’s experience. We want that to be true for 
generations of students to come.

–   David Mulroney  7T8, President and Vice-Chancellor,  
University of St. Michael’s College

the $4 million project will be partially funded 
through a $2 million fundraising campaign, 
which was officially launched this month with 
two $500,000 pledges and three spring reunion 
class projects. all st. mike’s alumni and friends are 
invited to help see this exciting initiative through 
to its completion by making a donation to the 
Brennan Hall project. gifts received (up to $2 mil-
lion in total) will be matched by usmC.

“I was happy to give my annual donation to 
the Brennan Hall renovation project. It is a 
place where we all spent many memorable 
times. Brennan and St. Basil’s Church were 
the centre of our lives at St. Mike’s, and I 
hope it continues that way for students in 
the years to come.” 
–major general thomas Flynn 5t2

for more information on how you can support 
the brennan hall renovation, please see the back 
cover or visit stmikes.utoronto.ca/brennan.

how can you help?
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Alumnus returns to St. Mike’s as 
the Sheptytsky Institute moves to 
its new home here
By Taras Snihura 8T6

fr. peter galadza

Former st. mike’s student fr. peter galadza has  
returned to his old stomping ground of USMC, but 
this time he is here as Director of the Metropolitan 
Andrey Sheptytsky Institute of Eastern Christian Stud-
ies (MASI), and he is leading MASI’s move to its new 

home at Windle House. 
When asked what it is like to come back, from the perspective of 

the Institute, Fr. Peter says it is a real sign of the coming of age of the 
Eastern Churches in Canada. There has always been an Eastern pres-
ence at USMC, he explains, but being given the use of Windle House 
by USMC has enabled the Institute to consolidate its work for Eastern 
Christians here on campus.

Fr. Peter graduated from USMC in 1976 with a BA in Religious 
Studies, and then began his Masters in Divinity at St. Mike’s, which he 
completed at the Catholic Theological Union in Chicago.  After finishing 
an MA in Liturgy at Notre Dame, he returned to USMC in 1988 to 
do his PhD in theology. From 1994 he taught at Saint Paul University 
in Ottawa (where the Sheptytsky Institute was located until last year). 
In 1999-2000, he also served as Dean of Theology at the Ukrai-
nian Catholic University in Lviv, Ukraine, and in 2003-2004 he 
was a Fellow at Harvard University’s Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine 
Research Center.

What is his fondest memory of being a student at St. Mike’s? “It’s 
the diversity of people I met and made friends with. The fact that 
Toronto is such a metropolis makes our campus a real crossroads.”

Thinking of students at the Institute today, he says, “My hope is that 
all of our students will gain the kind of Christian wisdom that enables 
them to live lives of sacrificial love. The world is, and always has been, in 
need of so much healing. It’s only the kind of self-giving grounded in the 
Cross and Resurrection that will provide deep healing.”

bLueprinT for The fuTure
When asked about his plans for the future of the Institute, he stresses 
that they are unique to its placement at St. Mike’s. “The short-term 
hope for the Institute is that all of the Eastern Christian communi-
ties of North America find a home here.  We want Chaldean Catho-
lics, Greek Orthodox, Maronites, Melkites and Copts to see this as 
their Institute. And because the Ukrainian Catholic community in 
Canada is so large, we want them to gather here in a unique way.  
Archbishop Sheptytsky is a real model of heroic Christianity for 
everyone, but especially for Ukrainian Christians.” 

For Fr. Peter, it is important that the Institute is at St. Mike’s be-
cause USMC is the premier Catholic university, located at Canada’s 
top university.  And as the members of the Sheptytsky Institute 
Foundation like to say, “It’s the big leagues.” But to Fr. Peter, this 
isn’t first and foremost about status. “It is about the fact that being 
here compels us to work harder—to be our best.”

The Sheptytsky Institute hopes to create opportunities to engage 
with both students and alumni. Fr. Peter has many projects that he 
would like to see funded: one of them is to be able to hire a youth 
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minister for Ukrainian Catholics and other Eastern Christians. But, 
alas, as with all projects, this requires money. As a way to reach out 
to the broader community, the Institute has initiated “Tuesdays 
and Thursdays at Sheptytsky,” where guest speakers are invited to 
the Institute for an evening discussion to share their wisdom and 
experience on a variety of topics. This have been an amazing suc-
cess! Every week draws a wonderfully diverse mixture of people 
from the community.

What is also unique to the Sheptytsky Institute is its partnership 
with the Faculty of Theology.  As an autonomous unit of the Fac-
ulty of Theology, one of the key dimensions of the Institute’s work 
is being able to work with advanced degree students, all the way 

to the PhD level. This makes 
the Sheptytsky Institute unique 
among Eastern Catholic edu-
cational institutions. (Some 
seminaries have programs in 
Eastern Christianity, but none 
of them include work at the 
doctoral level.) 

Of course, says Fr. Peter, 
“we will continue to publish 
the only peer-reviewed journal 
in Eastern Christian Studies in 
Canada, Logos. In fact, we’ve 

just recently passed the torch to a new editor—a graduate of the 
Sheptytsky Institute, Cyril Kennedy.”

A neW home
As for the Sheptytsky Institute’s new home at Windle House, it has already 
become a hub for research and teaching, as well as a kind of Eastern Chris-
tian Newman Centre. Another exciting dimension of the building is that 
it includes a student lounge. One of the Institute’s other graduates, Harold 
Visser, who has worked in academic administration for years, pointed 
out that student lounges are where so much of the student interaction 
takes place. “We professors hadn’t thought of having a student lounge. 
But thank God not everyone thinks like a professor!”

Naturally, says Fr. Peter, the heart of the Sheptytsky Institute is its 
chapel. Windle House is not big enough to accommodate a regular 
chapel, so USMC has been very gracious in offering a large space in 
Elmsley Hall, which all of the Eastern Churches are welcome to use. 
There is also a small oratory within Windle House that used to be a 
private chapel. This room is regularly used by the Coptic students, 
who are very committed to the Liturgy of the Hours and gather there 
several times a week for prayer.

One could speak volumes more about the Sheptytsky Institute 
and Fr. Peter, but as a graduate of USMC and now a student of the 
Sheptytsky Institute, I invite you to go and visit the Institute yourself, 
perhaps on a Tuesday or Thursday evening, and have a chat with Fr. 
Peter. I guarantee your visit will be a memorable one! F

the melkite Patriarch 
is welcomed to 
the sheptytsky 
institute by olenka 
Hanushevsky-galadza.

some of the more than 250 people who attended the rededication of 
Windle House, the new home of the sheptytsky institute, in July 2017.

olenka laschuk, an ma student, reads the epistle in the institute’s 
chapel while the dean of theology, James ginther, listens attentively.

dr. Brian Butcher (standing) and Fr. alex laschuk, 
two of the sheptytsky institute’s instructors, 
discuss curriculum during an open house.

ruslana Wrzesnewkyj speaks at 
the sheptytsky institute on the 
program she founded to support 
orphans in ukraine, “Help us Help 
the Children.”
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High
Grades

Taking stock of the first, 
successful academic year for 
St. Mike’s new faculty

By Rachel Ottenbreit 1T7
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First days can be scary, especially when expectations are high. 
The six new assistant professors and two post-doctoral fel-
lows at the University of St. Michael’s College started their 
first day with a welcome gift—a drawstring bag with an is-
sue of Toronto Life, a St. Mike’s card case, a pound of locally 

roasted coffee, and a key to a single shared office. They had a challenging 
assignment in front of them: help to lead St. Mike’s academic renewal. 

Over the summer they moved into their permanent offices in Odette 
Hall and the top floors of the Pontifical Institute for Mediaeval Studies, 
where—rumour has it—they often communicate in verse, emailed or 
taped to one another’s office doors. But what’s no rumour is that one 
academic year later, the new faculty are living up to those first-day 
high expectations.

“Something new, different and very welcome is happening at St. 
Mike’s,” says President David Mulroney. “We want to make it absolutely 
clear that investing in undergraduate academic life is our priority, and 
we are fortunate to have generous alumni who share that vision.”

The initiative is made possible, in part, by a new “Excellence 
in Teaching Fund” composed of income generated by endowment 
funds that donors have designated to the undergraduate programs 
and multi-year pledges made by alumni to support teaching.

The six professors and two post-docs are at the heart of a social 
and academic renewal across St. Mike’s. The first months of 2018 
have already seen an interdisciplinary research colloquium, a bi-
weekly tai chi group, an “end of the world” film series, a weekly 
ideas exchange, and extra faculty support for student groups such 
as the Book and Media Studies Student Association, Christianity 
and Culture’s student group, the Mediaeval Studies Undergraduate 
Society, the Celtic Studies Student Association, The Mike and the 
Saeculum journal.

“The College is alive with ideas, ambition and excitement, and 
our students are the beneficiaries,” says President Mulroney. 

St. Michael’s Magazine caught up with the eight new faculty 
members to talk about their first year.

máirTín coiLféir

Celtic Studies

Professor Máirtín Coilféir holds a BA and 
PhD from Trinity College, Dublin, and has 

worked in the National University of Ireland, Galway, and Univer-
sity College, Dublin. He teaches the Irish language, modern Irish 
literature and history, and aspects of the manuscript tradition, and 
is currently preparing a 1950s manuscript—a lost translation of The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn—for publication.

What’s special about Celtic Studies at St. Mike’s?
A rare mix of academic excellence and personal care. The program is 
remarkable for both its breadth and its depth of learning. I’m lucky to 
be working with some amazing scholars and, between us all, we are 
able to offer courses on everything from Irish medieval manuscripts 
and Welsh legends to Famine histories and contemporary music. 
Why did you choose to come teach in Canada?
The biggest part of my coming here, I think, was the chance to help 
develop the Irish language in Canada. Although its promotion and 
protection in Ireland remain as important as ever, the opportunity 
to do the same in Toronto was too interesting to pass up. So far, it 
has been as rewarding as I could hope for—the students are fantastic 
and there’s a wonderful appreciation for the Irish cultural events that 
St. Mike’s organizes. 
What did you enjoy about teaching this year?
The courses I taught this year were very varied—the history of the 
Celtic manuscript and book, early modern history, contemporary 
Irish literature, sociolinguistics and traditional music all featured—
but the ones that mean the most to me are the Irish language courses. 
Together with St. Mike’s ICUF [Ireland Canada University Foun-
dation] scholar, Éilis Keegan, we offer classes in the Irish language 

máirtín Coilféir, st. mike’s 
new assistant Professor in 
Celtic studies, takes the floor.
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at both the 100- and 200-level; next year there will be a 300-level 
offering too. To see such enthusiasm for learning a tongue so differ-
ent, and to see such impressive progress from all the students—that’s 
my favourite part of the job. 

stephen tardif

Christianity and Culture:  
Christianity, Literature and the Arts

Professor Stephen Tardif earned his PhD in 
English from Harvard University in 2016 and is a six-time recipient of 
Harvard’s Certificate of Distinction in Teaching. A St. Mike’s alumnus 
himself, Professor Tardif grounds his teaching in the historic strengths of 
the College, and brought students on an in-class tour of the renowned 
Donovan collection at the beginning of the year.

What brought you back to St. Mike’s?
St. Mike’s is my home and I’m thrilled to be teaching in a program that 
was so formative in my own education. I’m able to pursue the same double 
focus that I did as a student here, and think seriously about both literature 
and the self-understanding of crucial figures in the Christian tradition. I 
couldn’t have this kind of intellectual life at any other institution.
Is that the strength of the Christianity and Culture program?
That’s right. There’s no other program in the world quite like Christianity 
and Culture. It’s the unique product of Catholic intellectuals who had the 
vision to inaugurate an academic program that would bring the range, 
the depth and the variety of the Christian experience into the curricular 
life of both a Catholic college and a world-class secular institution. 
How does that affect your work? 
St. Mike’s is a place to think seriously about the ultimate questions 
that are explored in art and culture but which, too often, fall outside the 
disciplinary scope of other academic courses. For example, my current 

research explores the connection between literature and life in Victorian 
Britain. I’m curious about authors who used the shaping power of art 
as a tool to shape themselves—poets like Gerard Manley Hopkins and 
Walter Pater, and novelists like George Eliot and Jane Austen.

Next year, I’m very excited to be offering a fourth-year course on 
artistic representations of Joan of Arc. We’ll read everything from 
medieval poetry to Modernist theatre, Victorian verse to American 
fiction, classic cinema to contemporary graphic novels. This is what 
the Christianity and Culture program is all about: we bring together 
important works of culture that wouldn’t be read together in any other 
department and think about them in ways that would be impossible 
without the distinct perspective that St. Mike’s invites its faculty and 
its students to employ.

Jean-Olivier richard

Christianity and Culture:  
Christianity and Science

Professor Jean-Olivier Richard received his 
BA from Concordia University in 2009, completed his PhD in the 
History of Science and Technology Department at Johns Hopkins 
University in 2016, and conducted research as a Cain Postdoctoral 
Fellowship at the Chemical Heritage Foundation (now Science His-
tory Institute) in Philadelphia in 2016-17.

Why are you at St. Mike’s?
By good fortune or providence? In all seriousness, if by ‘why,’ you 
mean ‘for what purpose,’ then I would say I’m here to make a dif-
ference in the lives of students who seek answers—whether they 
realize it or not—to ‘big questions’: the origins of the universe, its 
trajectory, and the place that human beings occupy in it. Of course 
I don’t have answers to provide, but as a historian of science and 
religion, I can offer context, perspectival depth and intellectual tools 
that I hope will help them in their own search. This is particularly 
true for students who both pursue a scientific career and have a 
spiritual life, but I think it is relevant for all of them. 
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What was your favourite course to teach this year?
Two of them really stood out. One was an advanced research seminar 
called ‘The Church and the Earth.’ The course provides a historical 
survey of ‘Earth theories’ from the late Middle Ages to Pope Francis’s 
Laudato si’. The projects students put together for this class were 
ambitious: some are hands-on and involve the chemical analysis and 
testing of early modern recipes; other are more theoretical yet highly 
relevant to current research at the intersection of the humanities 
and environmental studies.
And the other?
The other course I’m very fond of is a Christianity and science fic-
tion course, which has given me a chance to read and analyze great 
novels, films and role-playing games. It’s been a treat.
What are you looking forward to next academic year?
There’s a lot going on. Paolo Granata and I are organizing a series 
of academic events for Fall 2018 to celebrate the bicentennial of 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. I am also excited about the prospect 
of supporting a group of enterprising students who are starting a 
vegetable garden on campus. Most of all, there is also a year-long 
entry-level seminar I will be teaching on the theme of death (and 
the human quest to cheat it!). A frightening, delicate, controversial, 
yet necessary topic. I don’t know who will enrol in this course, but 
I am confident it will be a transforming learning experience for all 
involved, myself included.

alisOn MOre

Mediaeval Studies

Professor Alison More came to St. Mike’s 
from the Centre for Medieval and Early 

Modern Studies at the University of Kent in the U.K. After receiving 
her BA from the U of T in 1998, she went on to Queen’s University 
for an MA, and then completed her PhD at the Centre for Medieval 
Studies at the U.K.’s University of Bristol in 2005. A passionate 
Latinist, she has been looking for a lost Scrabble board, with points 
re-weighted for play in Latin, since her arrival at St. Mike’s. 

You have a history with St. Mike’s. What brought you back?
In many ways, it is my intellectual home. It was the Mediaeval 
Studies program here that first introduced me to the riches of the 
medieval tradition, and it was my early teachers here who introduced 
me to the idea of an intellectual community.

My own initial training came from this program, and many of 
my earliest teachers were based at St. Mike’s. From them, particularly 
Professor Joe Goering, I was privileged to gain a solid grounding in 
traditional medieval theology, history and philosophy. I have spent 
my career thus far exploring the ways this can be used to further our 
understanding of groups who are not always considered part of the 
tradition. I am delighted to discover the many ways that students 
at St. Mike’s are eager to do the same.

For example?
My research centres on the significance of gender and on con-
structions of religious identity in northern Europe during the later 
Middle Ages. I am particularly interested in the intersections be-
tween popular religious movements and religious institutions, and 
much of my work explores the absence of evidence in the historical 
record. My most recent book is about religious women from the 
13th to 16th century (Fictive Orders and Feminine Religious Identi-
ties, 1200-1600, OUP, 2018).
What should we look for next year?
One of the most exciting things we are introducing next year is the 
Boyle Seminar. Máirtín Coilféir and I are collaborating to introduce 
first-year students to both fields—medieval and Celtic studies—and 
help them understand how histories are discovered and constructed.

paOlO Granata

Book and Media Studies:  
Marshall McLuhan and Print Culture

Before joining St. Mike’s, Professor Paolo 
Granata spent 15 years at the University of Bologna, Italy, where he 
received his PhD in 2005 and a post-doctoral degree in 2008. From 
2015 to 2017, he was Visiting Professor and Program Curator at the 
McLuhan Centre for Culture & Technology, University of Toronto. 
He is now Coordinator of the Book and Media Studies program.

Why come to St. Mike’s?
I see a fertile and dynamic community here where I can continue my 
work in an area of study which I truly love. And given my interest in 
Marshall McLuhan’s humanistic and interdisciplinary approach, the 
best place to achieve my goal was certainly St. Mike’s—McLuhan’s 
intellectual home!
What was memorable about teaching this year?
I enjoyed teaching Book History and Print Culture, a core course of 
the program. While paying attention to topics such as typography 
and publishing, including fundamental principles of bibliography, 
hands-on experiential learning modules play an instrumental role 
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in this course, as students are given the opportunity to participate 
in workshops that focus on archives and special collections, as well 
as on the mechanics of early printing.

I also enjoyed teaching a course on Marshall McLuhan. With 
a group of fourth-year students, we designed a board game that 
illustrates McLuhan’s Laws of Media, four constant rules that gov-
ern all human innovations: enhancing, obsolescing, retrieving and 
reversal into.
How else does McLuhan influence your teaching?
I think McLuhan’s ‘city-as-classroom’ pedagogical approach is the 
perfect complement to classroom learning and a way to help students 
develop their own learning interests to face the rapidly changing 
world. Education and urban engagement play a fundamental role 
to make cities creatively flourish and prosper. I help my students 
acknowledge creativity as a strategic factor of urban sustainable 
development, and share our mutual commitment to strengthening 
participation in cultural life.

feLAn pArKer

Book and Media Studies:  
Electronic and Digital Media

Professor Felan Parker is a Toronto native 
and completed his PhD in Communication & Culture at York 
University in 2014. He specializes in digital media, games and film, 
and hosted an in-class news parody workshop with The Beaverton 
co-founder Alex Huntley in the Fall 2017 semester.

How would you describe the Book and Media Studies program?
The Book and Media Studies program takes a long view of media, 
from Gutenberg to Google. In my own work and teaching, I bring 

a critical perspective on issues in contem-
porary media, such as the impact of digital 
platforms, the convergence of media indus-
tries and the rise of digital games, but the 
beauty of the program is that students are 
able to situate those issues in a much longer 
history of print, media and culture. 
So you’re studying history in real time?
Exactly. For example, I taught a course on 
media ethics this past year. Because ‘fake 
news’ had been such a hot-button issue in 
the past year and a half, I decided to use the 
course to do a deep dive on the complex 
issue of online misinformation. With new 
revelations and developments happening al-
most every week, the course had a palpable 
sense of urgency and immediacy. I was very 
much learning alongside my students, ad-
justing the syllabus on the fly as we worked 

hard to cut through the media panic and develop a nuanced un-
derstanding of a cultural phenomenon unfolding in real time right 
before our eyes. The students really responded well, and I’m looking 
forward to taking a similar ‘real time’ approach to other emerging 
topics in my future classes.
What else is next?
I’m looking forward to working with the many students I met this 
year who are entering their third and fourth years. Book and Media 
Studies has some really fantastic, thoughtful and socially engaged 
students, and it’s incredibly rewarding to work with them as they 
develop their ideas, skills and post-graduate aspirations in the course 
of their time in the program. I’m also looking forward to teaching 
a new fourth-year seminar on digital games and play, which has 
already caught the attention of some excited students! F
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2017-18 was the first year of the gilson 

seminar in Faith and ideas, a two-part 

first-year seminar taught by Principal randy 

Boyagoda and supported by post-docs 

Peter o’Hagan and rebekah lamb. in the 

Fall 2017 semester, students investigated 

the relationship between faith and science, 

politics, ecology and literature through 

texts ranging from dante alighieri’s Divine 

Comedy and dorothy day’s autobiography 

The Long Loneliness, to gene luen yang’s 

graphic novel Saints and the 2015 film Mad 

Max: Fury Road. in may, they are travelling 

to rome for a two-week intensive summer 

course on faith, place and ideas. the gilson 

seminar was the most in-demand first-

year seminar at the university of toronto 

this year.

What drew you to the gilson Seminar?

Rebekah: i believe in st. mike’s mission to 

impart ‘goodness, discipline and knowl-

edge’ to its students and the university of 

toronto community through its dedication 

to examining all subjects with, as Joseph 

ratzinger once put it, ‘a reason open to 

god.’ the gilson seminar engages with 

timely and timeless questions about the 

human condition, which are especially 

interesting for how its considerations stem 

from, and are grounded in, the horizons 

offered by the Catholic faith and its intellec-

tual tradition. i’ve brought to the seminar 

my training in, and love for, the liberal arts 

tradition and my time studying as a student 

in rome—all of which has been helpful for 

our course and rome studies planning.  

Peter: i love teaching, and so the opportu-

nity to participate in the gilson seminar was 

a fantastic opportunity. Being a medievalist, 

i have made a point of bringing a histori-

cal perspective to timeless questions—for 

instance, on the question of church/state re-

lationships, i was able to introduce students 

to a piece of the long and complicated his-

tory of such questions, from israel’s relation-

ship with god, through Christ’s command 

to ‘render unto Caesar,’ to the medieval 

struggles between popes and kings. 

Why is this seminar happening at  

St. mike’s?

Peter: the College has a unique perspec-

tive to offer to the university experience. i 

believe very strongly in the College’s goal of 

immersing students in a living, ongoing  

engagement with the past, present and 

future of the Christian tradition. you can 

see that in the gilson seminar’s syllabus 

and also in the community it has helped 

to form: a dedicated and exciting group of 

students who have formed strong friend-

ships and a real sense of camaraderie. 

outside of the Seminar, what was your 

favourite part of the year?

Rebekah: one of my favourite activities so 

far has been co-running the interdisciplin-

ary Colloquium on the imagination that 

showcased our undergraduate and gradu-

ate students’ research. sponsored by the 

gilson seminar, the Colloquium was a great 

way for faculty, staff and students to come 

together to examine how research informs 

our shared life, concerns and interests.  

PeteR O’haGan and RebeKah LaMb

Gilson Post-doctoral Fellows

Smc one multiplies

st. mike’s is already accepting applications for two new first-year 

seminars in 2018-19. With the generous help of donors, 2018-19 will 

be the inaugural year for the mcLuhan Seminar in creativity and 

Technology as well as the boyle Seminar in Scripts and Stories.

the mcluhan seminar, taught by Professor Paolo granata, will 

apply marshall mcluhan’s interdisciplinary approach to critical ques-

tions about cultural and technological change. the course includes 

a week-long international learning experience in silicon valley, 

California.

the Boyle seminar, co-taught by Professors alison more and máirtín 

Coilféir, will combine language and history, and introduce students 

to medieval culture through manuscripts and stories. in the sum-

mer, students will be invited to visit dublin, ireland, and investigate 

manuscripts and historical sites first-hand.
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 Why the “arbor” awards? the name grows organically 
from the University of Toronto’s motto, Velut Arbor Aevo 
(May it grow as a tree through the ages). That hope drives 

all Arbor Award winners: their volunteer work roots the university in its 
traditions and yet helps it branch out to local and global communities. 

Since these Awards were created in 1989, more than 2,300 excep-
tional U of T volunteers—students, alumni, faculty, staff and community 
members—have been recognized for their service to the university. This 
year, 95 individuals were presented with an Arbor Award at a celebration 
held on Thursday, September 14, 2017. Among those individuals are 
the following members of the University of St. Michael’s College family.

Kenneth burns: Ken has been a dedicated volunteer for the 
Friends of the Kelly Library Book Sale Committee together with 
his wife, Mary-Ellen Burns (7T0). Acting as Treasurer since 2010, 
Ken has also assisted with all aspects of the sale, including picking 
up books, sorting them and volunteering on the day of the sale. Ken 
is also very committed to his own church community, including 
outreach and volunteering at its food bank.

Larry coLLe, 7t4: Larry has taught a course on Classic Sports His-
tory in St. Michael’s Continuing Education Division for seven years, 
and is a member of the Society for International Hockey Research. 
A graduate of both St. Michael’s College School and St. Michael’s 
College, he has tirelessly assisted with outreach activities for both 
alma maters. Larry is co-author of St. Michael’s College: 100 Years of 
Pucks and Prayers (2008). He is also Chair of the Greenhills Com-
munity Association.  

charLes foran, 8t3: Charles’ contribution to the University of St. 
Michael’s College can be counted in many ways: through his advi-
sory role to the Celtic Studies program, writing for the St. Michael’s 
Magazine, being a speaker and a Year Rep at Spring Reunion events, 
and volunteering for the Angel Lab (the new student social justice 
incubator at St. Mike’s) and as a Mentor in U of T’s Backpack to 
Briefcase program. He was named to the Order of Canada in 2014.

mary ann c. Leon, 7t7: The University of St. Michael’s College has 
benefited greatly from Mary Ann’s expertise. She has served on its Col-
legium and as Chair of its Finance Committee. A financial executive with 
more than 30 years of experience in the financial services, non-profit and 
technology sectors, her experience includes public accounting, corporate 
finance, and financial advisory services relating to financial reporting, 
strategic planning and investment portfolio supervision. She has also been 
very active in the governance of not-for-profit and for-profit organiza-
tions including memberships on the board of Catholic Charities of the 
Archdiocese of Toronto.  

cynthia mutheardy, 1t1: Cynthia’s many contributions prior to and 
since graduation have had a great impact on the University of St. Mi-
chael’s College. She has been a very active member of the Young Alumni 
Committee. As well, she has volunteered to provide design assistance to 
Student Life and Alumni Affairs, and as a Year Rep she is a wonderful 
alumni connector. She has participated whenever asked in our mentor-
ship program. Cynthia participated in the USMC website review, con-
sulting with the service provider, and also participated in the Principal’s 
alumni roundtable sessions. F

Honours

2017 Arbor Awards

cynthia
mutheardy 

charles
foran

Larry
colle

Kenneth
burns

mary Ann c. 
Leon
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Our new director of student services and registrar, 
Giancarlo Mazzanti, graduated from the University of St. Mi-
chael’s College in 1984, and since then has spent more than 30 

years as an educator and counsellor to students, most recently as Director 
of the Guidance Department at St. Michael’s College School in Toronto.  
A lay Basilian, he continues to refine his understand-
ing of the Catholic intellectual tradition, and looks 
forward to continuing his work within the Basilian 
tradition of teaching at St. Michael’s.

St. Mike’s: How has the role of the Registrar’s Office 
changed since you were a student here? 
Giancarlo Mazzanti: When I attended USMC, 
most of my dealings with the Registrar were limited 
to course enrolment and convocation—so primar-
ily transactional. Now, I find that the relationship 
is more one that is transformational—there seem 
to be more “aha” moments.  Because of the greater 
demands imposed by higher levels of education or perhaps the workplace, 
the advising process has taken on more significance, where life’s direction 
is more openly discussed.  This makes fairly straightforward transactions 
of the past, like course selection, far more important in today’s world.
SM’s: How did you come to be working at USMC?
GM: It represented a “coming home” of sorts. I have always felt blessed 
to be surrounded by outstanding mentors in my life, starting from my 
parents, immigrants who made certain that I understood the importance 
of an education. This led me to USMC in the first place. Zoom ahead 
to this last spring, when the oldest of my four sons read the posting and 
encouraged me to consider the possibility. 
SM’s: What is unique about the Registrar’s Office at USMC?
GM: I think what makes our office unique is in fact what makes our 
University unique: there is an understanding and a common sense of 

mission. A colleague from another university once asked me, “So you’re 
a Catholic university within a public university…. How does that work?” 
My answer was “It does!” This speaks not only to our “uniqueness” but 
also to the generosity, understanding and support of the other College 
Registrars and the Faculty Registrar.

SM’s: What is the most important piece of advice you 
can give students today?
GM: Students come to me after a mid-term, as-
signment or other form of feedback, and say things 
like “It’s over,” or “There’s no way I can do this.” I 
tell them, “This is a starting point. You now know 
what to do, and what not to do.” I advise students to 
be thoughtful when making any decision, whether 
academic or in life. It’s never over!
SM’s: What plans do you have for the Registrar’s 
Office in the next year?
GM: My old Brennan—the place where I met the 
godparents of some of my children, my first family 

doctor and many of my current friends—is undergoing a very exciting 
renovation. We are centralizing Student Services there, so students will 
be able to visit the Registrar’s Office; meet with an academic advisor; be 
referred to a career counsellor, the Chaplain or the Dean of Students; and 
then go to lunch in the Canada Room or pick up a coffee and meet some 
friends in the revitalized Dodig Family COOP. 

The other thrilling initiative is the commitment to engage with our 
future community.  We are meeting with students interested in coming 
to USMC and letting them know who we are and why they should join 
us—we’re telling them about the renewal at USMC, and the new profes-
sors, programs, services and so on. This return to the recruitment scene 
has been quite well received.  It truly is exciting! 
SM’s: How do you take your coffee?
GM: With milk and sugar…in Brennan! F

A Cup of Joe...
...with Giancarlo Mazzanti 
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Friends oF the Kelly library 
annual booK sale
The Friends of the Kelly 
Library held their 2017 Book 
Sale on September 27-30, with 
proceeds going to improving 
the physical spaces within the 
library, providing the lat-
est academic resources and 
preserving and enhancing the 
existing collection, all for the 
benefit of current and future 

students of 
St. Mike’s. 
We are 
truly 
grateful 
for the 

great support of the volunteers 
and committee. 

mcluhan in new yorK
Book and Media Studies Pro-
fessor Paolo Granata gave the 
opening remarks at Fordham 
University’s 50th anniver-
sary celebration of Marshall 
McLuhan in New York. St. 
Mike’s alumni living in the area 
were in attendance on October 

13 to hear Eric McLuhan, 
Paul Levinson and John Carey 
celebrate McLuhan’s legacy and 
the relevance of his thought for 
understanding today’s media 
environment.  

thomas d’arcy mcgee: irish 
rebel and canadian icon—
a liFe in words and music 
An appreciative audience on Oc-
tober 20 enjoyed this exhilarating 

journey into the life of Thomas 
D’Arcy McGee. The event, 
hosted by the Celtic Studies 
Program and the Irish Cultural 
Society, featured original music 
by James Stephens and Frank 
Cassidy (based on traditional 
Canadian-Irish musical forms of 
the 19th century), with narration 
by Celtic Studies Professor and 
noted McGee biographer Dr. 
David A. Wilson. 

boozer brown: alumni 
Versus students
The 49th Annual “Boozer 
Brown” Alumni vs. Student 
Football Game & 3rd Annual 
Young Alumni vs. Student 
Soccer Game drew alumni 
back to campus on Octo-
ber 22 as they took part in 
friendly competition against 
our St. Mike’s students in both 
football and soccer games. 
Though rivals on the field, stu-
dents and alumni celebrated 
afterward, continuing one of 
the longest-standing traditions 
at St. Mike’s.

memorial mass For  
Fr. mario d’souza, csb 
Fr. D’Souza is deeply missed 
by his students, colleagues 
and friends, many of whom 
were in attendance when the 
Faculty of Theology’s weekly 

Campus Notes

thanKing our donors
This event, which was hosted at First Canadian Place on October 5 by BMO Financial Group and St. 
Michael’s alumnus Dr. Tony Comper (6T6), provided an elegant setting for St. Michael’s representa-
tives to thank our Chancellor’s Club and Vice-Chancellor’s Club donors for their generosity, demon-
strate the impact of their gifts and update them on highlights from the past year.
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liturgy held a Memorial Mass 
for him on November 1.  
Fr. D’Souza was former Dean of 
the Faculty of Theology; former 
President and Vice Chancellor of 
Assumption University, Windsor; 
and a world leader in the field of 
religious education. 

award-winning documen-
tary screens at st. michaeL’s
Co-sponsored by St. Michael’s, 
the Newman Centre and the 
Archdiocese of Toronto, a 
special screening of Poverty, Inc. 
took place on November 8, 
followed by a panel discussion 
moderated by USMC Presi-
dent & Vice-Chancellor David 
Mulroney. This award-winning 
documentary analyzes the 
results of the attempts by some 
non-governmental organiza-
tions (NGOs) to help alleviate 
extreme poverty in countries in 
the developing world. 

faces of 
theoLogy
Alumni 
mingled 
with those 
seeking 
more 
informa-

tion about the Faculty at our 
2nd annual Faces of Theology 
event. Dr. Kevin Velicaria gave a 
brief talk on the use of his MA in 

Theology in his experiences as a 
medical doctor.

the pope & the ceo: st. John 
pauL ii’s Leadership Lessons 
USMC alumni and faculty 
enjoyed a breakfast talk on 
November 9 with Andreas 

Widmer—
tech entre-
preneur, 
former 
member of 
the Swiss 
Guard and 
author of 
The Pope 

and The CEO: John Paul II’s 
Leadership Lessons to a Young 
Swiss Guard—at the Rot-
man School of Management. 
Widmer recounted his personal 
experiences serving St. Pope 
John Paul II, and described 
the principles of successful 
leadership he learned at the 
feet of the great saint, and how 
a meaning-filled approach to 
business can lead to success.

annuaL toy drive
Alumni, students, staff and 
friends generously gave 
unwrapped toys, gently used 
clothing, and financial dona-
tions during Advent to sup-
port the less fortunate in our 
community. The response was 
overwhelming as the St. Mike’s 

community gave in abundance, 
allowing those less fortunate to 
enjoy a merry Christmas.

annuaL santa cLaus  
parade festivities 
St. Mike’s alumni and their fami-
lies dropped by the Dodig Family 
COOP on November 19, on 
their way to the Santa Claus Pa-
rade, to enjoy hot chocolate and 
cookies, board games, arts and 
crafts, and many other exciting 

holiday activities—including a 
special guest appearance from 
Santa himself.

st. michaeL’s schoLa  
cantorum concert series 
St. Michael’s Schola Cantorum, 
which is directed by Dr. Michael 
O’Connor, performed a series of 
concerts over the fall and winter, 
where alumni and friends were 
treated to a diverse selection of 
music ranging from a thousand 

muLocK cup reunion
After more than 30 years, players and friends reunited on 
October 14 to celebrate St. Mike’s longest Mulock Cup 
winning streak. Members of St. Mike’s teams from 1981 to 
1985 gathered once again to share great stories of athletic 
prowess and fond memories of friendship and camaraderie. 
The star of the reunion, of course, was coach Lex Byrd, and 
his friends are now working to establish a scholarship in his 
honour. If you would like more information, please contact 
ken.schnell@utoronto.ca 
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years of seasonal choral music 
for Christmas, to Dieterich 
Buxtehude’s Membra Jesu Nostri 
performed with the Musicians In 
Ordinary.

annuaL aLumni christmas 
tea & caroLLing 
Alumni and friends were invited 
on December 14 for an an-
nual tradition of returning to 
campus to join in a sing-along 
of Christmas carols led by Dr. 
Michael O’Connor. More than 
100 guests enjoyed tea and treats, 
and many also contributed a gift 
to the annual toy drive. 

student town haLL on 
brennan haLL renewaL
Principal Randy Boyagoda 

invited students on January 11 
to a Town Hall to discuss the 
renovation and renewal of Bren-
nan Hall. Students provided 
feedback on the upcoming 
renovation plan, which focuses 
on creating new dynamic 
student spaces on campus.

st. michaeL’s 
interdiscipLinary 
coLLoquium
Organized by Gilson Post-
Doctoral Fellow Rebekah Lamb, 
the two-day USMC Interdisci-
plinary Colloquium on January 

26-27 featured St. Michael’s 
undergraduate students explor-
ing the theme “Divine, Human, 
Machine: The Imagination, Its 
Possibilities and Limits.” More 
than a dozen undergraduate and 
graduate students were given the 
opportunity to present academic 
papers and discuss their findings 
with their peers and professors, 
giving many of them their first 
opportunity to experience an 
academic conference. 

annuaL Keenan 
Lecture 
Dr. Mara Brecht, 
the Patrick and 
Barbara Keenan 

Visiting Chair in Religious Edu-
cation at the Faculty of Theology, 

delivered the annual Keenan 
Lecture on March 6. The title of 
this year’s talk was, “ ‘To Whom 
Do I Teach?’ A Theological 
Anthropology for Teaching and 
Learning in the 21st Century.”

aLumni and friends annuaL 
Lenten twiLight retreat
St. Michael’s alumni joined with 
retreat leader Fr. Patrick Fitz-
patrick, CCSp, for St. Michael’s 
annual Lenten Retreat, held on 
March 20. After a communal 
dinner, followed by Mass at 
Loretto College Chapel, Fr. Fitz-
patrick guided alumni in quiet 
contemplation on the subject, 
“On The Path Of Mary.” 

cardinaL sarah speaKs at 
st. michaeL’s cathedraL

On March 
21, in front 
of a full 
house at St. 
Michael’s 
Cath-

edral and broadcast live on the 
Internet, Cardinal Robert Sarah, 
Prefect of the Congregation for 
Divine Worship and the Disci-
pline of the Sacraments, spoke 
on the necessity of silence for the 
cultivation of an inner life and an 
ability to know God. Cardinal 
Sarah encouraged the students 
in the audience to pursue both 
silence and rest, because “to rest 
is to rest with God…. Let this 
shape our views of technology.”

Lecture and exhibition 
opening for cathoLic  
sociaL teaching
Most Reverend Paul-André 
Durocher, Archbishop of 
Gatineau, lectured on March 

third annuaL dante Lecture and exhibition opening
The Annual USMC Dante Lecture, on the topic “Seeing Dante Reading,” was given on November 
16 by Dr. Henrike Lange, Assistant Professor of Italian Renaissance Art, Architecture and Literature, 
University of California, Berkeley. The lecture was followed by the opening of the La Divina  
Commedia exhibition in the Kelly Library, curated by librarians Noel McFerran and Remi Pulwer, 
and a joyful reception. The event was generously supported by Alberto (7T1) and Caroline Morgan Di 
Giovanni (7T0) with the support of Centro Scuola e Cultura Italiana, Toronto.

From left: dr. stephen tardif (0t6), Caroline morgan di giovanni (7t0), dr. Henrike lange, 
and alberto di giovanni (7t1).
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22 on, “Echo Chamber or 
Megaphone? The Church in 
Canada and the Prophetic Voice 
of Pope Francis,” to open the 

exhibition, “Love Your Neigh-
bour as Yourself: Catholic 
Social Teaching in Toronto.” 
The exhibition was curated by 
Kelly Library Archivist James 
Roussain and co-sponsored by 
the John M. Kelly Library and 
the Faculty of Theology, with 
contributions from the Sisters 
of St. Joseph of Toronto, the 
Loretto Sisters, the Basilian 
Fathers and the Archdiocese 
of Toronto. It showcases the 
evolving tradition of Catholic 
social teaching that has been at 
the heart of the academic and 
social life of St. Mike’s. The 
exhibition continues at the  
Library until June 8. 

second annual langan 
lecture honours usmc 
proFessor Janine langan
The second annual Langan 
Lecture in Christianity and 
Culture, “Holy Alchemy: 
Religious Metaphor, Chymical 
Processes, and the Alchemi-
cal Defense of Christendom,” 
was presented on April 12 by 
Professor Lawrence Principe 
from Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. Professor Principe gave 
a special presentation to stu-
dents earlier in the day when 
he demonstrated several of the 
alchemical experiments from 
the Middle Ages.

Fall conVocations For 
usmc undergraduates and 
the Faculty oF theology 
graduate students
St. Michael’s undergradu-
ates and Faculty of Theology 
graduates celebrated their fall 

convocations on November 
6 and November 11 respec-
tively. We welcome our newest 
alumni to the St. Michael’s 
family as they pursue the 
many opportunities to them 
after graduation. F

Spring Reunion 2018
June 1–June 3
Calling all alumni from the years 
ending in ’3 and ’8—a wonderful 
selection of events awaits your return! 

Class of 6T8  
50th Anniversary Mass
Friday, June 1, 9:30–10:30 a.m.
Loretto College, 70 St. Mary Street

Class of 6T8  
50th Anniversary Brunch
Friday, June 1, 10:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Charbonnel Lounge, Elmsley Hall,  
81 St. Mary Street

Alumni Champagne Reception and 
AGM
Friday, June 1, 7:00–8:00 p.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph Street
Join the Alumni Association, faculty 
and staff along with special speakers to 
hear about exciting upcoming events 
and learn how alumni can reconnect 
at the Alumni Association Annual 
General Meeting.

Double Blue All Alumni Party
Friday, June 1, 8:00–11:00 p.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph St.

Stress-Free Degree: A Guide to 
Surviving the Internet Age 
Saturday, June 2, 9:45–10:45 a.m.
Sidney Smith Hall,  
100 St. George Street
Professor Paolo Granata will 
explore the impact of hyper-
connected infrastructure on the 
human condition, and offer a 
practical guide for digital citizens 

who wish for a healthier Internet 
based on the principles of safety, 
privacy and openness.

Walking Tour of  
St. Michael’s College
Saturday, June 2, 10:00–11:00 a.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph Street

Stress-Free Degree:  
Writers on Writing 
Co-presented by the Department 
of English and USMC
Saturday, June 2, 2:30–3:30 p.m.
Fr. Robert Madden Hall,  
100 St. Joseph Street
USMC Principal Randy Boyagoda 
introduces his new novel, while 
English professor Nick Mount, U of 
T graduate student Karen McBride 
and her mentor Susan Swan discuss 
U of T’s Creative Writing program.  
Award-winning playwright Erin 
Shields will tell how she adapted 
Milton’s Paradise Lost for the Stratford 
Festival of Canada.

Walking Tour of  
St. Michael’s College
Saturday, June 2, 4:00–5:00 p.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph Street

Honoured Years’ Pre-Dinner 
Cocktail Reception
Saturday, June 2, 6:30–7:30 p.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph Street

Honoured Years’ Dinner
Saturday, June 2, 7:30–10:30 p.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph Street

Join your classmates along with 
other alumni from honoured years 
ending in ’3 and ’8 for dinner and 
presentation of class medals.

All Alumni Mass 
Sunday, June 3, 10:30–11:30 a.m.
St. Basil’s Church,  
50 St. Joseph Street

All Alumni Brunch and Alway 
Award Presentation 
Sunday, June 3,  
11:30 a.m.–1:30 p.m.
The John M. Kelly Library,  
113 St. Joseph St.

Symposium: “Flaws of Attraction 
in Pride and Prejudice” and 
Memorial for Professor  
Fred Flahiff 
Sunday, June 3, 2:00–5:00 p.m.
81 St. Mary Street
Professor Stephen Tardif 0T6, 
Department of Christianity and 
Culture, will examine Jane Austen’s 
Pride and Prejudice to offer a 
surprising answer to a mischievous 
question: why didn’t Jane Austen 
get married?  The symposium will 
be followed by a memorial for 
Professor Fred Flahiff.

2018 USMC Golf Classic 
Wednesday, July 25,
8:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m.
Eagles Nest Golf Club,  
10,000 Dufferin Street
Alumni are invited to join us at 
Eagles Nest Golf Club for a day 
of golf in support of St. Mike’s.  
Twosomes available starting at 
$2,500. For more information, 
please visit usmcgolfclassic.com

Upcoming Alumni Events

for details on events, contact 416-926-7260 or smc.alumniaffairs@utoronto.ca, 
 or visit our website at stmikes.utoronto.ca
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USMC alumni bill evans 

(6T8), Jane Lavery (6T8) and 

mike Dobmeier (6T8) met up 
in Rochester, NY, in March to 
reminisce about some memo-
rable undergraduate moments. 

george 

rethy (7T3) 
is the writer, 
producer 
and direc-
tor of Sister 

Elizabeth: The Strength of Faith, 
a full-length documentary. 
It is an inspirational story of 

an immigrant nun who, by 
herself, created a large charity 
to care for vulnerable seniors 
in Ontario. The charity built 
a number of old age homes in 
Canada, Hungary and Paki-
stan, and also contributed to 
dozens more around the world. 
Success did not come without 
adversity, says George, but 
through it all, Sr. Elizabeth’s 
faith in God allowed her to rise 
above all challenges.

David Laroche (7T7) is a teacher 
of digital literacy to Grade 9 
students at La Salle Academy 
in Providence, RI, as well as 
Chair of its Business/Com-
puter Department. David has 
held various positions over the 
years, including Chairperson 

of the Religious Studies 
Department.

Effective September 2018,  
John h. murphy (8T3) will 
assume teaching responsibili-
ties at the Dalla Lana School 

of Public 
Health, 
Univer-
sity of 
Toronto, 

as course director and primary 
instructor for “Perspectives 
in Occupational Health and 
Safety—Legal and Societal 
Context,” a mandatory first-
term course for all newly 
admitted MPH, MSc and PhD 
students. He is also a contrib-
uting instructor to the “Ad-
vanced Occupational Hygiene” 

course, an MPH practicum 
preceptor, and a member of the 
faculty’s Education and Awards 
Committee.  

John L. 

mcLaugh-

lin (8T7) 

(9T8), Old 
Testament 
scholar at 
the Faculty 
of Theol-
ogy in the 

University of St. Michael’s 
College, has been promoted to 
full professor. John joined the 
Faculty in 2002 and is cross- 
appointed to the Graduate Fac-
ulty, Near and Middle Eastern 
Civilizations, at the University 
of Toronto. 

BULLETIN BOARD publishes interesting information 

about recent developments in the lives of St. Michael’s 

graduates and friends. Thank you for keeping the news 

bits coming; please send them to Duane Rendle at 

smc.bulletinboard@utoronto.ca

Bulletin Board
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Congratula-
tions to Dan 

hocoy (9T0), 
who was ap-
pointed in July 
2017 as the 

11th President of SUNY Erie 
Community College in Buf-
falo, NY. 

Don coulter (9T2) has joined 
Concentra Bank as President 
and CEO, effective March 
2018. Concentra is a federal, 
Schedule 1 chartered bank 
with $32 billion in assets under 
administration. Previously, 
Don was President and CEO 
of Coast Capital Savings. 

Sang Kim (9T3) recently ap-
peared on CTV’s The Social, to 

discuss the history 
and preparation 
of character bento 
boxes. 

Alexandra carmichael (9T8) 
is working on content and 
communications at Karius, a 
life sciences company in the 

San Francisco Bay Area that 
is changing the way infectious 
diseases are diagnosed. Using 
genomics, the company can detect 
more than a thousand pathogens 
from a single blood test.

caroline brooks (0T4) and the 
Good Lovelies toured Australia 
this spring, and have embarked 
on a Canadian tour including a 
performance at Massey Hall on 
May 11.

John el 

Khazen (0T3) 

has founded 
El Khazen 
Engineer-

ing Corporation to address 
the needs of clients from the 
industrial, financial and legal 
sectors by providing engineer-
ing services both provincially 
and internationally. 

Jeffrey John 

D’Souza 

(0T9) has 
been ap-
pointed a 
Research 

Associate at The Institute on 
Ethics and Policy for Innova-
tion, McMaster University, in 
Hamilton, Ont.

Thank you to our alumni cesare plastina (0T9), John evers (1T1), valerie burnatowski (1T1), francesca bartolomeo (1T3), raja Abdo 

(1T6) and Dylan Kekanovich (1T7), who all came out on March 14 to our Grad Week Mentorship Dinner, where they shared their 
experiences and good advice with members of the graduating class. We are also grateful to Katie Pullella and Leanne Gruppuso for 
their hard work organizing this event and to Marc Belli for the great pictures. 
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students and alumni at grad 
Week mentorship dinner.
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rev. fr. Jon hansen c.ss.r. (0t3) 
has been appointed Bishop of 
the Diocese of Mackenzie-Fort 

Smith. Prior to this appointment, 
he had been parish priest of Our 
Lady of Victory in Inuvik, NWT, 
since 2015.

After defending her PhD at 
the Department of Classics, 

University of 
Toronto, emilia 

a. Barbiero 

(0t8) has held 
positions at 
the University 

of Toronto and at New York 
University, and is currently 
Visiting Lecturer of Clas-
sics at Dartmouth College in 
New Hampshire. Her research 
focuses on republican verse and 
Greco-Roman epistolography.

aileen Gracias 

(1t1) was one of 
12 researchers 
from universities 
around the world 

to participate in a summer pro-
gram organized by Medicine 
by Design at the University of 
Toronto, focusing on clinical 
translation and commercializa-
tion of regenerative medicine. 
The program culminated with 
the trainees participating in and 
presenting at the international 
conference on “The Business of 
Regenerative Medicine: Leader-
ship, Innovation & Entrepre-
neurship.” After graduating 
from St. Mike’s in 2011, Aileen 
completed her PhD in Neuro-
science at Karolinska Institute, 
Sweden, in 2017.

alex Greco (1t1), raja abdo 

(1t6) and andrew Manis (1t1) 
were just a few of the USMC 

mentors who attended the 
University of Toronto Mentor 
Recognition Event on Mon-
day, February 26 at the Four 
Seasons Yorkville. 

alex Greco (1t1) is the Direc-
tor of Manufacturing Policy at 
Canadian Manufacturing. Alex 

is working 
closely with 
members 
to identify 
priority 
policy and 
regulatory 

issues that impact their invest-
ment decisions across Canada, 
including tax reform and 
Scientific Research and Eco-
nomic Development (SR&ED) 
modernization. He is also deal-
ing with a wide range of policy 
issues that affect operations in 
Ontario, including electricity 

ainsley Gilkinson (0t9), lily Wong (0t5), rhain louis (0t1) and 
andrew Krupowicz (0t4) were just a few of the USMC alumni 
who came out to mentor the next generation of U of T grads 
at the Next Steps Conference, Student Networking Recep-
tion, held on January 9.

rolli adenmosun (1t2) and andrew Gillis (1t2), with their 
partner Joshua Greenbaum, have founded Resilience 
Fitness. It is very inspiring to see the values we strive to 
instill in our St. Mike’s students translated into the mission 
statement of a fitness organization that is itself determined 
to build a community. The Resilience vision is to lead and 
support people in their pursuit of a healthy mind, body 
and soul. Its mission statement: We create a supportive and 
welcoming fitness community by offering tough, diverse 
and fun workouts that facilitate authentic relationships 
and push members to their health and fitness goals. 
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and carbon pricing, cap and 
trade, and all regulatory 
reform. 

barbara marzario (1T4) is now 
travelling throughout Ireland, 
including Dublin, Galway and 
Dingle—taking advantage of 
the fact that she is currently a 
medicine student at University 
College in Cork. Barbara, who 
was Year 3 Class Representa-
tive at St. Mike’s, was awarded 
the Irish Association of Der-
matologists Student Scholar-
ship as well as the Gaffney 
Prize in Anaesthesia in 2017.

Julian L.  

Lamanna 

(1T5) was 
named one 
of the recip-
ients of the 
2017 Vanier 
Scholar-

ship, which is Canada’s most 
prestigious award for doc-
toral studies. Vanier scholars 
demonstrate strong leadership 
skills, academic excellence and 
research potential in the areas 
of social sciences and/or hu-
manities, natural sciences and/

or engineering, and health. 
Julian was awarded his Vanier 
Scholarship for his research in 
developing a safe, needle-free 
method for performing prena-
tal genetic diagnostics.

Deborah mazer (1T4) (sil-
ver medallist at St. Mike’s) 
recently received her JD (Juris 
Doctor) from the Yale Law 
School. She is now clerking at 
the Court of Appeal for On-
tario. While at Yale, Deborah 
worked at the New York office 

of Davis Polk & Wardwell and 
the Ministry of the Attorney 
General—Constitutional Law 
Branch.

In October, nicholas Teramura 

(1T4) was promoted to Senior 
Policy/Programs Advisor with 
the Regional Tourism Unit 
at the Ontario Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport. 
In his new role, Nick supports 
the development of regional 
tourism policy in Ontario and 
assists in the administration of 
funding programs.

Daniel Shonibare (1T6) is a 
member of the Centre for Youth 
Bipolar Disorder (CYBD) at 

Sunnybrook 
Health Sci-
ences Cen-
tre. Through 
CYBD, 
Daniel ad-
vocates for 
improved 
mental 
health in 

adolescents. One of his goals 
has been to reduce stigma by 
raising awareness at vari-
ous CYBD-run events. As a 
result of his research, he has 
been awarded Best Poster 
Presentation at the interna-
tional China-Canada-USA 
Pharmacology and Physiology 
Conference. F

adams ibVM, Sr. Vivian   4t8

aldous, l.   4t3

barrett, ian C.   6t7

bondy, Pamela  8t4

bowden, adrienne   5t1

boykin, dr. robert w.  6t4

Crooker CSb, rev.  

robert w.  5t0

Cushing, Neil a.  4t9 

davies, Michael N. a.   5t5

di Cecco, lorenzo  6t8

donovan, Patricia a.  6t7 

dool, Mary i.   4t9

dooling, Paul r.   5t3 

d’Souza CSb, dr. Mario  9t1

duggan-legere,  

gabrielle M.  8t8

egan, rita k. f.  3t8

gazeley, rev. Charles h.  5t4

gibson, william “bill” 

 Joseph   7t7

hegel, rev. frank a.   8t2

henry (luciani), Carmela  4t4

hopkins, dr. Stephen   8t3

howcroft, Vincent J. P.   5t0

Jamieson, arthur r.   0t5

keyes, C. angela a.  4t8

korchinski, rev.  

Josaphat   5t6

kuschnerait, Vyta S. J.   6t8

lawson, Michael k.   5t5

lome, dr. lilian t.   3t8

Macdonald,  

Cheryl a.  6t7 

Mcaneney, rev.  

wilfred J.   4t9

Morassutti, Melvin a.   6t0

Northover, wallace e.  5t6

o’brien, Mary  

Catherine t.  5t4 

o’regan, Joseph   5t7

Pastuch, gloria a.  9t2

Pocock S.M.M., rev.  

gerald   4t9

Pope, thomas M.   5t2

rambusch, robert   4t7

reid, elizabeth   5t0

roach, bernard J.   4t8 

romano, Stefanie   0t8 

rosati, Zlata  7t2

ross, James V. 6t8

royes, helene e.   7t5

russell, Curtice M. t.   5t7

Santin, raymon a. J.   5t6

Santo, diana l.   6t6

Schofield, edmund l. 5t6

Schofield, M. C. 5t6

Sebert, Mary r. 4t4

Silc, robert t. 9t9

Sutherland, frederick  

d. J. 6t4

Swatuk, Jacqueline l. 6t1

thomson, georgia M. C. 5t9

tosoni, Marie r. 4t3

watt, Mary C. 6t0

williams, Joan l. 6t3

Zinger CSb, rev.  

Cecil h. J. 6t3

rest in peace
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“Donors are helping us reshape and reimagine 
Student Services for the modern learner, and 
develop programming to help steer our young 
people through the academic path. Scholar-
ships and bursaries are vital to our recruitment 
efforts. They enhance our ability to recognize 
and reward excellence and to welcome students 
regardless of their financial circumstances.”

– giancarLo mazzanti, director of     
  student services, and registrar

“The life of graduate students at St. Mike’s is 
greatly enhanced and enriched thanks to our 
donors. Financial aid allows our students to 
focus on their research, work that benefits the 
Church and the broader world. Endowed 
chairs such as the Patrick and Barbara 
Keenan Chair in Religious Education en-
sure that our students can study with the 
finest scholars from around the world. Do-
nor support also means we are able to host 
intriguing lectures and educational events 
that benefit not just our own faculty but the 
broader community as well.”
 

–  professor James ginther, dean, 
  facuLty of theoLogy

“Campus Ministry programs like retreats, 
guest speakers and face-to-face sharing 
groups are an important part of our com-
mitment to prepare students to become 
civically engaged, community-minded 
professionals. With generous support from 
alumni and friends, the office of Student 
Life is building on St. Mike’s legacy of pro-
viding a nurturing and enriching experience 
for all our students.”

– oriana bertucci,  
  director of student Life

“Living on campus with students from all over 
the world is a tremendously enriching experi-
ence that helps prepare students for life in our 
increasingly globalized society. The generosity 
of our donors helps us to improve our residence 
facilities and create a more welcoming and sup-
portive environment.”

– duane rendLe, dean of students

“Thanks to the generosity and confidence 
of our donors, St. Mike’s has welcomed six  
dynamic and engaging new professors who 

have brought fresh ideas to our programs, 
and have been instrumental in attracting 
new students to our campus. In addition, 
donors’ support has allowed us to launch 
three exciting first-year seminars that have 
generated strong interest among newly ad-
mitted students, and will strengthen the 
College community for many years to come. 
Donor support is vital to maintaining this 
momentum.”

– professor randy boyagoda, 
  principaL and vice-president 

“At the John M. Kelly Library, students di-
rectly experience the support of their prede-
cessors in their daily intellectual, social and 
interior lives. Donors’ support is invaluable 
in helping us continually raise the bar in 
the Library’s services and spaces. With you 
we are creating a state-of-the-art space for 
study and interaction with peers and fac-
ulty, growing our research-rich collections, 
and developing innovative outreach and 
instruction programming.” 

–  dave hageLaar, 
  associate chief Librarian F

Thank You for Supporting Our Students 
By Kathryn Elton, Chief Advancement Officer

GivinG

The university of st. michael’s college is blessed to be supported by a wide community of loyal 
and generous alumni and friends. Faculty, staff and students throughout St. Mike’s join with me in 
saying thank you—for your encouragement and confidence, your volunteer leadership and your 

generous donations. Each and every donor and each and every gift makes a difference as—together—we build 
on the traditions and qualities that define St. Mike’s and build a vibrant and exciting future for our students.

As my colleagues detail here, your gifts are vital to our ability to provide St. Mike’s students with facilities, 
programs, services and supports that nurture their personal, academic and spiritual development.
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New Emblem, Eternal Truths
With the introduction of a newly designed crest this year, St. Mike’s is celebrating its Basilian legacy of achievement, and inviting its alumni and 
students to join in celebrating the school’s next era.  The new design honours the history of the College and affirms the continuity of the school’s 
traditions, which now extend over 165 years. The crest hearkens back to the emblem that first appeared on a yearbook cover in 1910, and presents 
a modern interpretation of the design that was formalized for the school’s centenary in 1952. 

The three words embracing the crest represent the motto of our founding fathers: “Teach me goodness, discipline and knowledge.” Gifts from our 
alumni and friends embrace our past, celebrate our future, advance our mission, and encourage students to live and learn according to this motto.

The winged sword is a traditional 
symbol for St. michael, for whom 
the college was named.

The cross refers to St. 
mike’s religious founda-
tion and to the basilian 
fathers who worked 
tirelessly for the college 
from the earliest days of 
its existence. 

The book “symbolizes 
learning, both sacred 
and profane,” as uSmc 
president father John m. 
Kelly wrote in a letter 
dated 1977. 

The tree is taken from 
the arms of the univer-
sity of Toronto. 

The laurel symbolizes art, 
culture and excellence. 

These three words are derived from 
the basilian motto: “Teach me good-
ness, discipline and knowledge.”

1910 1952 1979

2017

2016-2017 DOnOr rePOrT
univerSiTy of ST. michAeL’S coLLege
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ANNUAL GIVING BY 
GRADUATING YEARS
our gratitude is extended 
to all the alumni listed 
here. Your gifts, which 
honour your years on 
campus, mean a lot to 
the St. Mike’s community 
and especially to today’s 
students who benefit from 
your generosity.

CLASS oF 1930s
donors: 2
donations: $1,200.00
average: $600.00
Vinetta M. lunn
Peter J. M. Swan CSB 

CLASS oF 1940-1946
donors: 9 
 (2 anonymous)
donations: $8,232.00
average: $914.67
R. Douglas allen

John e. Burgener †
Mary C. Burghardt
Desmond J. FitzGerald
John & Marion Nelligan
Most Rev. John M. Sherlock
Catharine F. thompson

CLASS oF 1947
donors: 4  

(1 anonymous)
donations: $4,775.00
average: $1,193.75
Bernard hurley
Rena Marcolin
Geraldine o’Meara     

CLASS oF 1948
donors: 8 
 (1 anonymous)
donations: $10,924.58
average: $1,365.57
Gloria Buckley
J. leo Cahill
Phyllis l. M. horbatiuk
Kenneth P. lefebvre

M. h. Donley Mogan & 
elizabeth Mogan

ernest J. Schiarizza
angela a. wilson Keyes 

CLASS oF 1949
donors: 8 
 (1 anonymous)
donations: $18,079.00
average: $2,259.88
Marjorie w. t. Davis
Kevin J. Kirley
Richard t. la Prairie
Gerard S. I. J. Maclean
eleanor & edward 

Monahan
Paul Phoenix
Gerard a. Pilecki 

CLASS oF 1950
donors: 9 
 (1 anonymous)
donations: $24,256.12
average: $2,695.12
Paul a. de Souza

william J. Deslauriers †
Vivian & John  

McDonough
Kenneth & Mary  

McIntyre
ada R. M. Paul
Robert & Betty Reid †
Joseph C. Steiner
thomas J. Stevens 

CLASS oF 1951
donors: 10 
 (1 anonymous)
donations: $13,575.00
average: $1,357.50
Gordon a. Bean
william & arden 

Broadhurst
Bart J. Burke
Ruth M. edmonds
evelyn M. Fontana
william James
John G. J. & Patricia 

o’Driscoll
Joan Sherwood 

legend

  Matching Gift 
Company

 Deceased 

Each Donation Has a Story
This donor report acknowledges more than 1,600 donors, whose gifts made from May 1, 2016, to April 30, 2017, 
supported scholarships, facilities, programs and services across the University of St. Michael’s College. (Those of 
you who made a donation between May 1, 2017, and April 30, 2018, will be recognized on the USMC website 
at stmikes.utoronto.ca/giving/recognizing-donors/ and in a future issue of St. Michael’s magazine.) Many of these 
gifts have been inspired by donors’ experiences as students, and by their gratitude for the extraordinary teachers 
who inspired them and for the support and encouragement they received during their studies.

We welcome opportunities to learn about your time at St. Mike’s and about what inspires you to give. A few 
brief memories are shared in this report, and we look forward to sharing many more memories on our website. 
You can send your story to Kathryn Elton, Chief Advancement Officer, at kathryn.elton@utoronto.ca.
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CLASS oF 1952
Donors: 13  

(4 Anonymous)
Donations: $5,700.26
Average: $438.48  
Stella M. buck
florence & Joseph 

Chiappetta
lawrence elmer
thomas & alice flynn
elizabeth J. fraser CNd
Sr. anne leonard
M. elizabeth Marcon
John & Joan regan
gerald l. timmins

CLASS oF 1953
Donors: 10
Donations: $4,621.00
Average: $462.10
rose franke
edward J. keyes
Mary e. landry
Jack le Sage
M. owen lee CSb
Nicholson d. Mcrae
annemarie & bob Powell
Viggo b. rambusch
faust f. rossi
Joseph a. trovato CSb     

CLASS oF 1954
Donors: 8 
 (3 Anonymous)
Donations: $2,562.50
Average: $320.31
raymond a. Jackson CSb
arthur h. knowlton
ann C. Marshall
M. C. Justine o’brien
M. frank Quinlan      

CLASS oF 1955
Donors: 20 
 (4 Anonymous)
Donations: $118,048.42
Average: $5,902.42
rose blackmore
t. Paul broadhurst CSb
hartley f. d. Catania
william P. daly
george & katherine 

dembroski
gerald & irene devlin
Cyril & lois doherty
Sylvia & daniel driscoll
John C. gallagher CSb
Joseph & Mary giordmaine
irene M. giroux
Mary le Clair

John f. Mathers
hugh o’Connell
ann k. Szammers
ann Mary treliving 

CLASS oF 1956
Donors: 28  

(5 Anonymous)
Donations: $23,874.00
Average: $852.64
ross & karen (tuckey) 

abbott
Jim J. boland
John f. X. Callahan
rosemary e. Condie
Margaret M. Crouse
robert b. davis
Peter w. ferren
edmund J. J. fitzgerald
Mary anne flaherty
brian d. inglis CSb
william h. irwin CSb
J. d. king
anne M. leonard
eleanor M. Marshall †
donald f. Morrison
dennis J. Murphy
Mechtilde o’Mara CSJ
anne Plaxton
Starr & lennard rambusch
Patricia k. rice
edward & Stella rzadki
Joanne C. turner
Norma M. walsh  
     
CLASS oF 1957
Donors: 16 
 (2 Anonymous)
Donations: $5,979.93
Average: $373.75
Claude g. arnold CSb
Joseph M. brookman
amy Marie browning
helen f. M. brunelle
Normand frenette
elizabeth kelly Volker
kenneth M. r. Mcdonald
william Mcintyre
grant w. Nadon
william d. P. reddall
Catherine Sbrolla
Cynthia teeter
leon tretjakewitsch
M. ann Vasilash      

CLASS oF 1958
Donors: 34 
 (4 Anonymous)
Donations: $66,477.04
Average: $1,955.21

$1 MILLIoN +
we acknowledge with gratitude the following donors, who have donated $1 million 
or more to the University of St. Michael’s College. their generosity and extraordinary 
commitment is deeply appreciated.  

Donors: 22 
 (1 Anonymous)
archdiocese of toronto
Joseph J. barnicke †
basilian fathers of etobicoke
basilian fathers of toronto
basilian fathers of the 

University of St. Michael’s 
College

rev. dan donovan
roy foss
the estate of bernard e. 

hynes

the Patrick & barbara 
keenan foundation

the estate of hugh J. 
Meagher

frank & helen Morneau
the f. k. Morrow 

foundation
Marco Muzzo †
louis l. & Patricia M. odette
the estate of tony Mark 

omilanow
St. Michael’s College 

Students

the estate of dr. william 
Sharpe 

Sisters of St. Joseph of 
toronto

Sorbara family: Sam Sorbara 
the Sam Sorbara 
Charitable foundation, 
edward Sorbara, gregory 
Sorbara, Joseph Sorbara 
& Marcella tanzola

tom & Marilyn Sutton 
the estate of ethelmae 

Sweeney

CHANCELLoR’S AND VICE-CHANCELLoR’S CLUBS
generous gifts received each year from members of the Chancellor’s and Vice-
Chancellor’s Clubs are vital to advancing priority programs and projects at the University 
of St. Michael’s College. we thank the following leadership donors most sincerely for 
their loyalty and generosity.

chAnceLLor’S cLub ($5,000 or more)
56 members 
 (8 Anonymous)
richard alway
karen M. beckermann
roland & Marie bertin
robert J. & Mary C. 

birgeneau
Margaret a. brennan
Mary t. brennan
gloria buckley
douglas Chau
robert & andrea Chisholm
tony Comper
robert Crnkovich 
george & katherine 

dembroski
william J. deslauriers †
gerald & irene devlin
Victor & Maureen dodig
dan donovan

Cyril & diane grasso 
edward J. r. Jackman oP
robert J. keenan
anne luyat
elizabeth Mason
James & Sylvia Mcgovern
John & aileen Mcgrath
barry & rose Mcinerney
John l. Mclaughlin
frank & helen Morneau
dennis J. Murphy
Molly Naber-Sykes
John d. Novak
James a. (tim) & Mary a. 

o’brien
kathleen o’Neill & anthony 

daley
Mariel o’Neill-karch & Pierre 

karch
Paul Phoenix

Mrs. Jack reynolds
ronald e. ruest
gino Scapillati
tom & Marilyn Sutton
ann Marie Sweeney
Joseph & Marcella tanzola
william g. todd
Nancy tomlinson
edward t. Unger
danh Van le & tinh-Chau 

Nguyen

C. l. burton trusts
dominican friars of toronto
friends of the John M. kelly 

library
the william and Nona 

heaslip foundation
the ireland fund of Canada

vice-chAnceLLor’S cLub ($1,000-$4,999)
196 members 
 (21 Anonymous)
david t. abalos
J. louis abello
Susan adam Metzler 
Susan M. addario
william V. alcamo
denis J. a. april CSb
Claude g. arnold CSb

Melanie g. bailey
robert J. barringer CSb
domenic P. belcastro
leslie belzak & Michael 

Mcfadden
John benedetto
wanda a. C. bielawski
robert d. bodnar
randy & anna boyagoda

Joan & david breech
edward M. bridge
william & arden broadhurst
Margaret e. loughney 

brosnan
John P. P. brown
amy Marie browning
John f. X. Callahan
daniel Callam

†,
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J. louis abello
Catherine ager
gene bammel
bernard P. barry
M. Marcelline brown
Christopher V. buklin
leo dennis burns CSb
ewhen a. Chorostil †
John w. Cudmore
Judith M. M. Cutler
eileen (whelan) dobell
dan donovan
rosemary koner duguay
Stephen P. herlihey
robert k. holmes CSb
Carole g. inglis
Mary ann Jensen Curley
M. Catherine a. kelly
william b. kinsley
elizabeth J. McCabe
Joseph e. M. Mckeown
anne Marie t. Moruzi
brigid M. M. o’reilly
James C. Paupst
geraldine Peterson
ralph & barbara Smialek
ann Marie Sweeney
M. doreen tracy
bernard J. a. Varcoe
Joseph t. walsh CSb
       
CLASS oF 1959
Donors: 16 
 (3 Anonymous)
Donations: $7,060.77
Average: $441.30
brian g. M. bardorf
r. Paul board
daniel Callam CSb
richard e. downey
thomas J. embler
gary a. gallo
Norine holmes
Michele J. huggard
John e. kelly
Noreen M. lee

barbara a. Nealon
M. elizabeth Prower
Vincenza i. travale
       
CLASS oF 1960
Donors: 27  

(2 Anonymous)
Donations: $7,867.67
Average: $291.40
Paul e. arends
Melanie g. bailey
a. Paul baker
wanda a. C. bielawski
Patricia boyle
Joan a. bulger
Michael f. g. Clark
Margaret edgar
w. ronald fawcett
Sheila M. flannery
James a. fontana
gregory grande
Patricia Mary hatch
Virginia t. M. irwin
genevieve M. langdon-

lemieux
Vincent b. liddy
Jean Mary loftus
Melvin † & Norma Morassutti
william P. Polito
frank & dorothy Quinn
Peter ryan
raymon & Sylvia Santin
Catherine b. Shannon
J. brian & Maureen Sheedy
Susan a. tomenson       

CLASS oF 1961
Donors: 29 
 (2 Anonymous)
Donations: $18,173.00
Average: $626.66
Mary alcott
thomas l. aman
Marie-louise Connery
Jacqueline demers
Martin & Mary hughes

Paul g. a. Jennings
robert J. keenan
gordon f. kennedy CSb
Colleen M. h. kurtz
william h. lawless
Peter w. McCaig
anna M. M. McCalla
Nancy Mcelhinney
Sara Mackin Mclaughlin
Peter & Jane obernesser
frances P. M. Peake
bernard e. r. rehberg
Clifford a. riopelle
frederick & Joan Schmidt
John d. Smart
amile d. Strathy
e. dwyer Sullivan
richard tan
Johan g. terpstra
tom thomas
david o. tinker
Julienne white

CLASS oF 1962
Donors: 27 
 (4 Anonymous)
Donations: $23,948.00
Average: $886.96
Veronica adams
richard alway
Nadia r. t. boruch
Paul C. burns
hilary Carr Jones
lillian M. Chan
Carol ann Cornbill
Matthew a. f. Corrigan
James P. evans
robert a. V. gallagher
lorraine M. green
geraldine henrietta 

houston
william h. J. karner
ted J. krawchuk
bruce M. w. Mcdonald
Martin Mcgreevy
Michael gordon McNeely

Pia (karrer) o’leary
Mariel o’Neill-karch and 

Pierre karch
Patricia a. M. Pearson
robert g. Pogoda
Chester & Marianne Psica
robert d. weiler & karen 

M. weiler 

CLASS oF 1963 
Donors: 33 
 (3 Anonymous)
Donations: $157,192.50
Average: $4,763.41
david t. abalos
Peter w. M. baker
kathleen l. bell
robert J. & Mary C. 

birgeneau
edward M. bridge
robert & anne Cobham
william J. Couch
geraldine M. Craigen
h. w. osmond doyle
robert & brenda duncan
edward P. r. ehmann
Martin S. J. glogowski
dorothy M. hampson
Neil b. J. hibberd
Catherine a. higgins
eleanor M. hynes
fred P. J. kielburger
rita M. lawlor
Mary f. Mcauliffe
Christopher & anita 

Mcbride
John & aileen Mcgrath
Paul Meagher
ronald e. ruest
annette Maureen Spillane
Sylvia r. e. tessaro
william g. todd
eugene M. l. Valeriote
Nancy e. wasilifsky
John watters
david l. Yeung

“ My motivation for giving a grad class gift was to pay forward for what 
i received here. St. Mike’s provided me with a space where i discovered 
who i am as an individual. it supported my growth and success, and 
now i want to help St. Mike’s continue to do the same for current and 
future students.” 

– KomAL Ayub 1T7, Chair of 2017 grad ClaSS CaMPaigN
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CLASS oF 1964
Donors: 31  

(6 Anonymous)
Donations: $21,305.60
Average: $687.28
denis J. a. april CSb
robert w. boykin †
frank g. J. Chown
rev. brian Clough
Peter a. Crean
helen demshar
aldo g. dolcetti
rev. gerald f. dunn
ronald J. griffin CSb
Casimir N. herold
Jane M. hosdil
t. Michael kavanagh
leonard w. krystolovich
Marcia lee gallery
anne luyat
francis X. Mcardle
bruce & elaine Mclean
Joseph e. McMahon
william h. Mitchell
Nancy bruno Muney
Mary Pat a. oliker
Suzanne e. Pomakov
deborah C. rogers
Patrick J. ryan
J. david witty 

CLASS oF 1965
Donors: 48 
 (7 Anonymous)
Donations: $115,042.09
Average: $2,396.71
katherine a. anderson
richard J. belliveau
James & anna brennan
kathleen butkovich
J. rob Collins
Clayton & louise Connolly
barbara angela Crawley
Merrilyn l. Currie
Margaret ermelin davis
Maureen a. davison
Martin dimnik CSb
Michael J. dorgan
Patrick dunn
donald f. finlay CSb
bill & anne fox
Stanley t. gabriel
anna t. gris
Cheryl a. hill-wisniewski
Nancy keane kruger
Sharon a. M. keenan
daniel w. P. lang
frank w. McCrea

elizabeth Jean Mckinstry
thomas & elizabeth 

Minehan
Patrick & Margaret 

Murnaghan
Vincent & adrienne 

Murphy
francis J. P. o’brien
Sylvia a. Pryde
John Purc
M. Jane rupert
lawrence & brigitte 

Schmidt
Susan Scotti
Carol a. Shaughnessy
Pat Sheehan
Marianne i. Singh-

waraich
tom & Marilyn Sutton
Joseph & Marcella 

tanzola
david tarbet
Natalie helen tarbet
Marta tusek
Marie e. wiley 

CLASS oF 1966
Donors: 35  

(6 Anonymous)
Donations: $38,015.20
Average: $1,086.15 
Mary t. brennan
Margaret e. loughney 

brosnan
Peter w. Carmichael
tony Comper
Jeremy Curtin
ann M. grady CSJ
barbara a. M. greene
richard william l. 

guisso
erich haber
Janice hambley
helen M. higgins-

Minetti
Joan hood
Joan e. hyland
Martha lemieux
Peter leo
rose anne Marie luciani
richard C. luft
anne Murray Majic
M. elizabeth Mallon
Patricia a. Mcdermott 

Michener
Claire M. Morris
aldo J. Morson
Jacqueline C. orange

vice-chAnceLLor’S cLub (conT’D)

Patrick & Marley Carroll
Paul h. Carson
ing-wher Chen
brian Clough
John Colantonio & family
J. rob Collins
J. Paul & Nadine Condon
James C. Crawford
hugh d. Curtin
Carole Curtis
Marjorie w. t. davis
f. george davitt
Maria linhares de Sousa
Christopher P. deans
ann P. deluce
helen demshar
alberto & Caroline di 

giovanni
guy P. di tomaso
Martin dimnik CSb
a. & J. dobranowski
Michael J. dorgan
h. w. osmond doyle
Joe draganjac
Mario o. d’Souza CSb †
robert & brenda duncan
kathryn elton & Peter 

hohenadel
ronald fabbro CSb
Mark a. falbo
James k. farge CSb
donald f. finlay CSb
thomas & alice flynn
Vito forte
James d. gallagher 
John C. gallagher CSb
Matthew & Mary giliberto
Joseph & Mary giordmaine
Catherine a. higgins
Michael horgan
bernard hurley
william h. irwin CSb
william James
Sean Patrick keenan
Paul & Patricia kennedy
robert P. kennedy
edward & ann kerwin
lawrence J. klein
romas krilavicius
richard t. la Prairie
kathryn a. lagroix
James e. lahey
Michael J. t. lang
Peter d. lauwers
John l. lee
M. owen lee CSb

kenneth P. lefebvre
ellen M. leonard CSJ
gloria a. longo
ian Macdonnell
gerard S. i. J. Maclean
kathleen Martin
ruth M. Martin
Peter & Sheila McCabe
Michael & grace McCarthy
rodney d. Mcewan
Patricia a. Mcgee
Matthew Mcguire & wendy 

thompson Mcguire
douglas i. Mckirgan
Sara Mackin Mclaughlin
bruce & elaine Mclean
John & Sandra McManus
Scott & Victoria McNally
Nicholson d. Mcrae
J. Michael Miller CSb
Jim & Sheila Milway
thomas & elizabeth 

Minehan
brian Miron & Monica 

Vegelj
eleanor & edward 

Monahan
donald f. Morrison
Stephen r. g. Mulhern
david Mulroney
Patrick J. Murphy
alberto Nizzero
edmund & Julie Norkus
John J. o’brien
Michael & Mary Catherine 

o’brien
louis l. odette
John g. J. & Patricia 

o’driscoll
Michael & Jennifer o’hara
brian & anneliese o’Malley
Mechtilde o’Mara CSJ
geraldine o’Meara
Jacqueline C. orange
terrence J. o’Sullivan
Nick Pantaleo
elizabeth Paupst
James C. Paupst
frances P. M. Peake
Jack w. Person
annemarie & bob Powell
M. elizabeth Prower
M. frank Quinlan
Starr & lennard rambusch
thomas & Virginia reid
rosanne t. rocchi

thomas J. J. rocchi
lisa ryan
edward & Stella rzadki
estumi Sakaguchi
angelo & Miriam 

Sangiorgio
david & Susan Scandiffio
ernest J. Schiarizza
lawrence & brigitte 

Schmidt
ken Schnell
Martin Sclisizzi
Michael f. Scuglia
John w. Scullion
M. e. betty Sellars
robert Shiley
oscar a. Signoretti
Joel Singer & enza Cancilla
george t. Smith CSb
t. allan Smith CSb
elizabeth Smyth
annette Maureen Spillane
John & Sandra Srigley
glenn Stadtegger
georgina Steinsky
larry Stubbs
louise ruth Summerhill
Peter J. M. Swan CSb
Paul e. Szmitko
richard tan
tom thomas
Catharine f. thompson
david o. tinker
enping tu
robert t. turner
Christopher a. Valka CSb
Michael Vertin
J. leo walsh
walter M. werbylo CSb
Monique & Christopher 

wernham
John t. r. wetzel
thomas d. J. wetzel
James b. J. williams
Monica e. wolfe
david woody & diane 

beleen woody
Michael J. wren
david l. Yeung

the Catholic women’s 
league of Canada

the lucia Colavita 
foundation

irish Cultural Society of 
toronto

this donor report recognizes gifts received from 
may 1, 2016, to april 30, 2017. 
 
donors from may 1, 2017, to april 30, 2018,  
will be recognized on the usmC website at 
stmikes.utoronto.ca/giving/recognizing-donors/ 
and in a future issue of St. Michael’s magazine.
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Joseph S. Pastor
teresa Patullo-bosa
Margaret M. Poehlmann
leslie Sanders
william & diana † Santo
Margaret Mary Schrand 

CLASS oF 1967
Donors: 53 
 (3 Anonymous)
Donations: $36,272.11
Average: $684.38
richard l. aguglia
loretta C. alsen
robert J. barringer CSb
william P. boehler
helen b. broadfoot
Paul h. Carson
Susan l. a. Carter
Michael l. & Patricia  

M. w. Coleman
gordon f. P. deecker
Sylvia V. demshar
Jo anne duggan
timothy P. elia
Susan h. fowlie
James william francis 

garvey
lawrence geuss
Cyril & diane grasso
Pauline M. green
kenneth & Patricia hanson
John & theresa harris
richard & Patricia hayward
oksana d. isoki
Saulius Jaskus
Jane kuniholm
Clifford f. lee
roseanne lidstone
richard e. J. Maguire
Stanislawa Malkowicz
John david Maloney
Philip C. McCabe
Peter t. Mcinenly
Susan J. Millar
Margaret Morriss

roberta J. Nevers
Michael & Mary Catherine 

o’brien
orysia a. o’Coin
richard Parker
Patricia r. Pullano
John & irene roth
william J. V. Sheridan
aileen e. a. tayler
Susan tehan Mclaughlin
oliva S. tersigni
donald N. M. truscello
giovanni antonio tullo
helena M. Vaiceliunas
John t. r. wetzel
James b. J. williams
Colette f. wilson
lubomir e. J. Zaluck 

CLASS oF 1968
Donors: 45  

(11 Anonymous)
Donations: $53,248.83
Average: $1,183.31
James & Valerie beckman
richard bresden
Mary r. brown
hazel a. Carson
robert & andrea Chisholm
hugh d. Curtin
dorothy a. a. de Souza
Marie-elena deeney
robert & Christine devries
Michael e. dobmeier
Mary Joan dunn
gerald & Martha gabriel
James J. gardella
regina hanley
Joan M. Johnston
erin M. keough
edward & ann kerwin
kathleen Martin
ruth M. Martin
anne doyle McClure
Patricia a. Mcgee
Patrick J. M. Mcguinness

Mary & douglas Mckirgan
gerard Meehan
John P. Moore
James a. (tim) & Mary a. 

o’brien
terrence J. o’Sullivan
Jack w. Person
John P. reynolds
thomas g. riley
John J. ryan
Manfred & Mary Simon
georgina Steinsky
Peggy & david williams 

CLASS oF 1969
Donors: 39  

(10 Anonymous)
Donations: $74,099.85
Average: $1,900.00
J. Jerald bellomo
Susan J. biggar
daniela a. Crean
bohdan dubniak
terrence g. edgar
beata & leo fitzPatrick
harvey Sean fox
Chester & Camilla gryski
Patricia l. hayes
henry hyde & Carol 

hodson
eleonora iannacci
Veronica (Vreneli) agnes 

Maguire
Johanna Michelin
J. Michael Miller CSb
Victoria a. Mills
anne Mizen-baker
Margaret & Michael 

Murphy
Nancy M. C. Novalski
Jack r. o’Neill
al orlando
Michael a. Pal
Joseph P. Polito
Mrs. Jack reynolds
gary P. robertson

Martin Sclisizzi
augustine Settecase
robert Shiley
Pamela V. Stoksik
James & ann Swaner 

CLASS oF 1970
Donors: 33  

(4 Anonymous)
Donations: $13,719.40
Average: $415.74
Peter barreca
Cheryl l. birkett
John a. boissonneau
Mary ellen burns
Patrick & Marley Carroll
John & Maureen Cassidy
elizabeth Curtin
anne de beer
ann P. deluce
alberto & Caroline di 

giovanni
rena a. fagioli
Margaret a. gardonio
kathleen r. hamon
John J. l. hartley
gerald havey
frank a. ianni
Catherine a. kelly
andy Macbeth
thomas Mathien
J. Michael & france 

McCabe
Catherine Mary Meyer
douglas a. Moggach
kathleen t. Mullrooney
lola riley
Colleen robins
richard M. roney
anne b. Sutherland
Miroslaw tarnowka
thomas d. J. wetzel
 
CLASS oF 1971
Donors: 32  

(7 Anonymous)

“ St. Mike’s was so good to my daughters lucia (lucy) and annette. 
when lucy passed away in 2011, following a courageous battle with 
cancer, we established a memorial scholarship and student assistance 
fund in her name so that her warm and generous spirit would continue 
to inspire students at St. Mike’s.” 

– AngeLA coLAviTA, Co-foUNder of the lUCia ColaVita foUNdatioN
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donations: $19,505.68
average: $609.55
adriana M. R. albanese
william V. alcamo
Margaret a. Brennan
timothy M. Cotter
David G. Cray SSe
tannis a. Critelli
John a. Farragher
Gloriana a. Field
Christine e. Finan
angela J. Golka
Gabe heller & Mary 

hanson
Kevin hurley & Kathleen 

McDevitt
Patrick Keilty
linda J. langero
M. Martha lee-Blickstead
John J. Minardi
Michael R. F. Mullins
John J. o’Brien
Michael & Jennifer o’hara
F. t. Mark Pujolas
thomas J. J. Rocchi
Raymond & Suzanne Shady
Barbara l. Smyth
Nora Sullivan
Glenn wright 

CLASS oF 1972
donors: 34  

(7 anonymous)
donations: $20,912.50
average: $615.07
Bruce & Irene Barton
Michael G. Bator
Patricia M. Baynes
Maureen Berry
John t. Bulger
Cecil D. Clarkson
Maria linhares de Sousa
Guy P. Di tomaso
Kathleen Donohue
Paul J. Dunn
Catherine t. Fournier
Rita Iorfida
linda K. Jones
luba audrey Kowal
James e. lahey
elizabeth Mason
James e. McCarthy
Mary ann McConkey
larry McDonald
Patricia Mogavero
Susan M. Murray
louis l. odette
Robert & Janice Reinhart
henry augustine tobin
Michael V. Van Vlymen

Brenda M. Vice
Donna M. Yuskoski

CLASS oF 1973
donors: 25  

(2 anonymous)
donations: $15,368.50
average: $614.74
ann e. allan
Joan & David Breech
Christina M. Cameron
Carole Curtis
F. Norman Dannen Jr. & 

Cynthia Dannen
Rosanna Furgiuele
M. theresa Griffin
aida hudson
Valerie a. lawson
Norman G. leonard
Jim & Sheila Milway
John R. Muir
Beulah a. e. Mustachi
Michael w. Price
Rosanne t. Rocchi
Marianne Sciolino
elena M. Szamosvari
Norman tanck CSB
larysa S. teply
anne C. trousdale
Stephen F. white
David woody & Diane 

Beleen woody
Nancy C. Zahavich 

CLASS oF 1974
donors: 37  

(6 anonymous)
donations: $32,028.87
average: $865.65
Susan adam Metzler
Patricia Belier
hilary J. Bennett
william J. Biggar
Mary h. Billinghurst
Peter o. Dellinger
audrey M. Devlin
a. & J. Dobranowski
Kathryn Dugan-Powell
Mary F. Ferguson
Rosemary J. Fontaine
Veronica a. hannan
Joseph C. heininger
Myra & Myron Junyk
Michael J. t. lang
Kieran t. Mahan
Irene Makaryk
larry S. Mathews
Imre Nagy
Carl a. M. o’Byrne
Norma M. Priday

HERITAGE DoNoR SoCIETY
legacy gifts ensure that the tradition of the University of St. Michael’s College will 
continue for generations to come. we acknowledge, with much gratitude, the following 
alumni and friends who have remembered the University of St. Michael’s College in their 
estate plans. 

donors: 103 
 (27 anonymous) 
Richard alway
Ronald andrukitis
Christina attard & James 

Farney
a. Paul Baker
Peter w. Baker
Karen M. Beckerman
John Benedetto
Ronald B. M. Blainey
Paul & Barbara Blake
Diane Bridges
John P. P. Brown
helen F. M. Brunelle
Gloria Jean Bubba
Gloria Buckley
Barbara Carlton
Paul h. Carson
John w. Cudmore
theresa Cusack
Dana Cushing
Jane de Koning
Carlo De Pellegrin
Jacqueline Demers
eileen (whelan) Dobell
Daniel ewasuk

Mary a. Falko
Michael J. Ferguson
Rosemary a. Filmore
Katherine a. Fitzgerald
Barbara Fraser
ed Gabis
Joseph & Mary Giordmaine
J. B. healy
tom & loretta Jones
Madeline Kneider
Marianna Korman
Clare Kosnik
Ronald J. le Frois
Kenneth P. lefebvre
Vinetta M. lunn
Michael F. Maloney
Marie e. Martin
elizabeth Mason
anne Doyle McClure
Daniel P. McGarity
Joseph P. McGee
angela & william Moreau
Sherrie C. Murphy
Mary Catherine t. o’Brien †
Brian & anneliese o’Malley
Geraldine o’Meara
william P. o’Neil

Mariel o’Neill-Karch & 
Pierre Karch

Peter & Barbara Peloso
Jack w. Person
anne Plaxton
annemarie & Bob Powell
Steven K. Ranson
Paul e. Riley
Peter a. Rogers
Ken Schnell
Jennifer laura Schumacher
Marianne Sciolino
Raymond & Suzanne 

Shady
annette Maureen Spillane
Joseph C. Steiner
Gino Sturino
David Szollosy
teresa M. tedesco
Shirley C. teolis
Sylvia R. e. tessaro
Catherine F. thompson
Victoria thompson
Frank & Joanne turner
Michael Vertin
Valerie Mary walsh
John timothy wixted

IN MEMoRY
elliot allen CSB 
George Belcastro 7t1
Joseph Boyle
Norean Cox
Máirín Nic Dhiarmada
Frederick Flahiff 

Mary lou hawkins
John M. Kelly CSB 3t2, ’82
thomas J. lang 4t8
edna Frances liddy
Robert Madden CSB 5t2 
John okeefe Maxwell 

Mary & Michael olijnyk 
Dale Sundholm
thomas Sutherland 6t0
Judith tassonyi

IN HoNoUR
Dan Donovan 5t8 Janine langan

REALIZED BEQUESTS
donors: 8  

(2 anonymous)
Total: $2,177,973.60
the estate of lorraine 

ambler 5t0

the estate of Gerald leahy 
6t3

the estate of John R. 
McCormack 4t9

the estate of Mr. Justice D. 

F. o’leary 4t9
the estate of Frances J. 

Phoenix 6t5
the estate of Dr. william 

Sharpe 5t0
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Joseph redican CSb
kathleen M. richardson
teresa M. rybacki-anisko
Joseph Schneider
antonia Michelle Serrao 

Soppelsa
Catherine M. Smiglicki
george Steiner & wendy 

britt-Steiner
Salvatore totino
edward t. Unger
lawrence J. wozniak 

CLASS oF 1975
Donors: 23  

(5 Anonymous)
Donations: $19,242.00
Average: $836.61
walton C. P. achoy
Salvatore badali
wladyslaw Cichocki
richard S. Clemens
rosey Colautti
Marie deans
fulvio di benedetto
Myron & bina dylynsky
eileen M. foy
lawrence J. klein
romas krilavicius
barbara ann laukaitis
Mary keeshan Mclean
donald J. Merriell Co
barbara Nawrocki
edward w. o’Connor
kathleen o’Neill & anthony 

daley
henry w. f. wong 
   
CLASS oF 1976
Donors: 26  

(6 Anonymous)
Donations: $12,138.33
Average: $466.86
Jane l. Cleary
J. Paul & Nadine Condon
Paul V. Connelly

kevin P. foster
James d. gallagher
Patrick C. gallagher
Matthew & Mary giliberto
klaus & Caron hartmann
donald J. lococo CSb
Peter & Sheila McCabe
Stephen r. g. Mulhern
James J. o’keefe
gerard Pettipas CSr
eli Pichelli
geraldine e. roe
isabell e. Scott
karen a. Scott
larry Stubbs
Virginia M. J. turman
John tuzyk 

CLASS oF 1977
Donors: 36  

(3 Anonymous)
Donations: $11,420.00
Average: $317.22
imants J. abols
Susan M. addario
Susan Mader brown
gino bucciarelli
glenn a. Castellarin
Mary r. Cuttini
Michael de robertis
anthony & Catherine dodds
Joe draganjac
Peter galadza
e. Philip giroday
dina greco
larry f. howorth
Peter P. kozelj
Michelle M. M.  

kranjc
Catherine r. lang
Peter C. lang
filomena lettieri
antoinette M. liscio
andrej f. Markes
Peter Markes
Sal Minardi & Patricia basque

Peter e. Monahan
theresa M. o’Connor
Carla M. Pahulje
elena Polsinelli
rosemarie & frank radi
angelo & Miriam Sangiorgio
Sonya C. Urbanc
Virginia r. Vitale
william John west
linda winter
albert wu
 
CLASS oF 1978
Donors: 27  

(3 Anonymous)
Donations: $9,382.77
Average: $347.51
robert d. bodnar
James & Janette bowie
Maureen brosnahan
John P. P. brown
Peter & anna Carino
richard P. Carter
Stephen & kerry Castrucci
Paul J. Corcoran
Marjan M. glavac
Susan M. Jostman
ruth keenan
Janet l. latosik
Stephanie f. leon
ellen M. leonard CSJ
lok fung leung
george f. lucki
edward J. Maksimowski
david Mulroney
bruce V. Parrick
Stephen J. Quinn
Joann rossiter
Sam & Nancy Sinopoli
Paul walsh CSb
Michael J. wren 

CLASS oF 1979
Donors: 17  

(3 Anonymous)
Donations: $11,920.00

Average: $701.18
Patricia Curtin & Sean 

brady
Michael b. de Santis
Christopher a. dunlop
ronald fabbro CSb
Caroline b. horgan-bell
Paul & Patricia kennedy
Sandra lavigne
John & lisa leon
theresa Monette
M. bernardine Nelligan
John d. Novak
brian & Virginia o’Sullivan
Mary angela Phillips
Nick & Josephine torchetti

CLASS oF 1980
Donors: 19  

(2 Anonymous)
Donations: $20,578.83
Average: $1,083.10
Patricia e. arsenault
flavia bazzocchi
Stephen kenneth Carey
filomena d’andrea
gregory t. keenan
Maria Mazzucco
John C. Mchugh
Molly Naber-Sykes
John a. Neander
dennis Noelke CSb
Nick Pantaleo
Michael S. reel
John w. Scullion
M. e. betty Sellars
oscar a. Signoretti
Jorge J. d. Silva
Monica e. wolfe

CLASS oF 1981
Donors: 16 (3 

Anonymous)
Donations: $5,910.60
Average: $369.41
Charles a. aquilina

“ i have seen dramatic progress in refocusing St. Mike’s under the leadership 
of david Mulroney as President and randy boyagoda as Principal. My 
wife, aileen, and i are investing in the excellence in teaching fund to 
demonstrate our support for the six new dedicated teaching positions at 
St. Mike’s, and for all the new initiatives that support students’ success and 
strengthen USMC’s position as the Catholic federated university within 
the University of toronto. we are grateful for the progress made under 
President Mulroney and are confident that the leadership momentum will 
continue under the new President.” 

– John mcgrATh 6T3, MeMber of the USMC CollegiUM
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James C. Crawford
arianna Dal Cin
angela R. Iori-Malatesta
Diane l. Karnay
Chris lang
Mary Margaret laurella
John Madden
Paula a. Marcotte
John Reddy CSB
Michael F. Scuglia
Richard Voell
Patrick e. wright
 
CLASS oF 1982
donors: 33  

(4 anonymous)
donations: $11,670.00
average: $353.64
lucio F. ammerata
anna arciero
Domenic P. Belcastro
Paul Bellefeuille
David G. Broadhurst
Rosemary Broughton
Maria De Fatima Da 

Conceicao
Peter M. Farrell
Sandra M. Fernandez
John Keyes & Nancy e. 

Spencer Keyes
Daria a. Kowalyk
Diane M. Kruger
Michael R. Kuegle
John l. lee
Maria t. lista
Jerome Matthews
heather S. McClory
John & Sandra McManus
Scott & Victoria McNally
Catherine a.  

Mulroney
Sean Mulrooney
lisa tasca oatway
Robert C. Primeau
Brian edward Reel
Philip h. Street
harry J. Vizl
Raymond l. walke
Michael P. weir
Vanda Zanini 

CLASS oF 1983
donors: 19  

(4 anonymous)
donations: $5,650.00
average: $297.37
Susan M. Bazely
lee ann Benson

leslie Borbas &  
Debora wingell

anne Contala-Smolej
Maria B. Davidson
Caroline M. Gaughan
Cheryl Gorman
Jim & Catherine hartford
Cheryl M. henshaw
Belinda Y. Kwan
Joseph P. leon
James D. MacDonald
eileen M. o’Byrne
thomas & Virginia Reid
Jefferson thompson CSB 

CLASS oF 1984
donors: 23  

(2 anonymous)
donations: $7,275.85
average: $316.34
angelina assalone
teresa Colasante
Mary Conforti
John Corsetti
Colleen M. Cotter
John Dool
Catherine Dowd
Katherine hill
Mary e. hines
Mary ann hinsdale
Philip h. horgan
Robert P. Kennedy
theresa M. l. lee
Gloria a. longo
John w. Martens
Carla Martini
John M. Muggeridge
Patrick J. Murphy
Sylvia Simonyi-elmer
louise Ruth Summerhill
Maria a. tempio-Biasutti
       

CLASS oF 1985
donors: 12  

(1 anonymous)
donations: $64,764.36
average: $5,397.03
elisa arciero
Peter e. Cassidy
Sandra D’agostino-Ferlisi
Catherine Driscoll
David lametti
James & Sylvia McGovern
Barry & Rose McInerney
theresa a. o’Keefe
Paul t. Quinlan
Vera l. tichy
Margaret wong       

DoUBLE BLUE SoCIETY
By choosing to donate monthly, Double Blue Society members help support long-range 
planning by providing a valuable ongoing source of funding. we thank the following 
donors for their continuing confidence and generosity.

142 members 
 (10 anonymous)
Blaise Stephen alleyne
Viola antao
Patricia e. arsenault
Rachel J. Barton
leslie Belzak & Michael 

McFadden
John a. Boissonneau
leslie Borbas & Debora 

wingell
James & Janette Bowie
Randy & anna Boyagoda
Robert w. Boykin †
Joan & David Breech
David M. Brown
Susan Mader Brown
Gloria Buckley
John e. Burgener †
Mary ellen Burns
Paul h. Carson
Glenn a. Castellarin
Michael F. G. Clark
Rosey Colautti
william J. Couch
elizabeth Curtin
Mary R. Cuttini
Michael Da Costa
Christopher P. Deans
Gordon F. P. Deecker
Matthew Dillon
a. & J. Dobranowski
John Dool
Kevin Dorgan
Rev. Gerald F. Dunn
Myron Dzulynsky
Kathryn elton & Peter 

hohenadel
Mary anne Flaherty
Rosemary J. Fontaine
Vito Forte
eileen M. Foy
Normand Frenette
Gerald & Martha Gabriel
Maria luciana Gallo
James william Francis 

Garvey
Kathleen Giblin
ainsley Gilkinson

Pamela R. Gorospe
lorraine M. Green
anna t. Gris
teresa Guardia
Dorothy M. hampson
Richard & Patricia hayward
Gabe heller & Mary 

hanson
Joan hood
henry hyde & Carol 

hodson
Rita Iorfida
Sean Patrick Keenan
Sharon a. M. Keenan
Rosmarie l. Kelly
John Keyes & Nancy e. 

Spencer Keyes
J. D. King
william B. Kinsley
alex X. Kjorven
lawrence J. Klein
Richard t. la Prairie
Kathryn M. laFontana
Chris lang
anne M. leonard
Norman G. leonard
Michael S. levy
Reid locklin
Gloria a. longo
George F. lucki
Richard C. luft
tony MacKinnon & Judy 

wittman MacKinnon
Paul & Janet MacMillan
ann C. Marshall
Ileana Martino
John F. Mathers
thomas Mathien
Francis X. Mcardle
Peter & Sheila McCabe
Mary ann McConkey
Kathy McCormick
Matthew McGuire & 

wendy thompson 
McGuire

Mary Keeshan Mclean
Joseph e. McMahon
erin Metzler
Catherine a. Mulroney

David Mulroney
Bernardine Nelligan
Betty Noakes
Carl a. M. o’Byrne
James J. o’Keefe
Mariel o’Neill-Karch & 

Pierre Karch
Jacqueline C. orange
hilmar M. Pabel
Carla M. Pahulje
David S. Palframan
Jack w. Person
Fernando Pietramala
alexei Plocharczyk
John Prezioso
william D. P. Reddall
Brian edward Reel
Michael S. Reel
Rosanne t. Rocchi
Michael J. Ruthard
edward & Stella Rzadki
angelo & Miriam 

Sangiorgio
Bruno F. Scanga
Ken Schnell
Ralph Schnell & Carol-ann 

Badiou
Marianne Sciolino
Michael F. Scuglia
Mark & Kate Sedore
anna M. Shady
Robert Shiley
Genevieve Simnett
Robert Sinclair
elizabeth Smyth
Georgina Steinsky
e. Dwyer Sullivan
aileen e. a. tayler
teresa M. tedesco
Sylvia R. e. tessaro
Vincenza I. travale
Connie tsui
Virginia R. Vitale
Monica M. wallenfels
John watters
Claire westley
Paula C. wheeler
Michael J. wren
Glenn wright

This donor report recognizes gifts received from 
may 1, 2016, to April 30, 2017. 
 
donors from may 1, 2017, to April 30, 2018,  
will be recognized on the usmC website at 
stmikes.utoronto.ca/giving/recognizing-donors/ 
and in a future issue of St. Michael’s magazine.
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CLASS oF 1986
Donors: 11  

(5 Anonymous)
Donations: $10,249.32
Average: $931.76
karen M. beckermann
M. elizabeth keenan
Juan P. liriano
geza Matrai
hilmar M. Pabel
Stephen Pacitti      

CLASS oF 1987
Donors: 8  

(1 Anonymous)
Donations: $16,565.00
Average: $2,070.63
Mary l. Cappadocia
daniel driscoll
george leong
John l. Mclaughlin
gordon g. Mueller
elizabeth tham
Monica M. wallenfels 
      
CLASS oF 1988
Donors: 15  

(1 Anonymous)
Donations: $86,152.59
Average: $5,743.51
Viola antao
Judy fowler byrne
Jacqueline C. Cooper
Carla deSantis & reni 

Caccamo
Victor & Maureen dodig
edward & halinka dybka
Myron dzulynsky
kevin M. hammond
Sheila k. Macgowan
tony Mackinnon & Judy 

wittman Mackinnon
Cameron a. M. Muir
fernando Pietramala
darren J. Slind
george t. Smith CSb   

CLASS oF 1989
Donors: 15  

(4 Anonymous)
Donations: $8,834.59
Average: $588.97
david ager
Catherine Coffey
helen a. hicken
Catherine killaly
brian Miron & Monica 

Vegelj
Mark orlando
Shirley Poon
glenn Stadtegger
Claudio Sturino
Marianne wachholz
walter M. werbylo CSb        

CLASS oF 1990
Donors: 22  

(3 Anonymous)
Donations: $6,373.80
Average: $289.72
franca baldassarra-tipodi
John & Melanie boscariol
Michael Camacho
lawrence Cini
timothy J. Costigan
diana de acetis
rita de bartolo
robert P. ellis
david filice
teresa guardia
rosmarie l. kelly
georgina kourtis
kathryn a. lagroix
John Marsalek
Moni Mcintyre
Carmela Pallotto
dorothy Sadowski
filomena Smyth
linda J. Syron  
   
CLASS oF 1991
Donors: 17  

(6 Anonymous)

Donations: $8,719.10
Average: $512.89
brian & Joyce Connolly
Mario o. d’Souza CSb †
Mark a. falbo
John garofano
anne e. Jacek
kathryn M. lafontana
anne Marie Meehan
Michael a. Patullo
alexei Plocharczyk
Claire westley
Paula C. wheeler

CLASS oF 1992
Donors: 10
Donations: $2,055.00
Average: $205.50
Salvatore barbieri
Cristina bianchi
Mark a. Caranci
Sarah Comerford
Messale engeda
w. Cullen hawken
elizabeth Paupst
alberto Sala
david whalen oSfS
denis Zmak       

CLASS oF 1993
Donors: 7 
 (2 Anonymous)
Donations: $1,340.00
Average: $191.43
fernando M. da Silva
desmond J. glynn
Pamela r. gorospe
James Mulligan
Sheila Y. Sin-fu-wing  
     
CLASS oF 1994
Donors: 13 
 (3 Anonymous)
Donations: $6,490.75
Average: $499.29
hannah M. lovejoy

Michael & grace  
McCarthy

Victoria ostler
eric o. ruppert
Michael J. ruthard
eilish ryan
larry Sainte-Marie
david & Susan Scandiffio
bruno f. Scanga
Steven williams     
    
CLASS oF 1995
Donors: 5 
 (1 Anonymous)
Donations: $1,345.00
Average: $269.00
antonietta Colavita
Peter Jarycki
rodney d. Mcewan
Jennifer Sarjeant       

CLASS oF 1996
Donors: 5 
 (2 Anonymous)
Donations: $660.00
Average: $132.00
ileana Martino
Matthew Mcguire & 

wendy thompson 
Mcguire

Mirella Pulera 

CLASS oF 1997
Donors: 3 
 (1 Anonymous)
Donations: $1,087.25
Average: $362.42
gregory C. Connolly
eunice Y. h. MacCharles 

CLASS oF 1998
Donors: 5  

(2 Anonymous)
Donations: $3,505.00
Average: $701.00   
Maria luciana gallo

“ My gifts to St. Mike’s and to the John M. kelly library are made in 
honour of fr. kelly. he recognized my academic potential when i was 
a cautious first-year student, he encouraged me to enter the honours 
program and then to pursue further studies, and his recommendation 
secured the scholarship i needed to go to graduate school. i remember 
him with tremendous respect, deep appreciation and affection. he 
turned my life around.” 

 –  Dr. DAviD AbALoS 6T3, retired ProfeSSor of religioUS StUdieS aNd SoCiologY, 
SetoN hall UNiVerSitY, aNd retired ProfeSSor of PolitiCS, PriNCetoN
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erin Metzler
John Prezioso    

CLASS oF 1999
donors: 3  

(1 anonymous)
donations: $400.00 
average: $133.33
Jaimee albano
leslie hussey     

CLASS oF 2000
donors: 6  

(2 anonymous)
donations: $4,178.60
average: $696.43
Ing-wher Chen
Sr. Sylvia Gail Fox aBS
Nsume Claudia hyacienth
william l. May CSB      

CLASS oF 2001
donors: 7
donations: $6,855.00
average: $979.29
Douglas Chau
Jennifer Kathleen Cushing
terry Kersch CSB
Douglas S. Ng
anna M. Shady
Giuseppina Sinopoli
Paul e. Szmitko          
  
CLASS oF 2002
donors: 6
donations: $1,118.62
average: $186.44
emmanuel Joseph Mar-

emmanuel
Carol ann Martinelli
emily Yun-Yun Ng
Rita orsi
Stephen Stewart
Kate wallace
 
CLASS oF 2003
donors: 5 
 (1 anonymous)
donations: $1,227.69
average: $245.54
Christina attard & James 

Farney
Seung hee Kang
Christian Mirasol
Robert Sinclair
      
CLASS oF 2004
donors: 4
donations: $3,428.83 
average: $857.21

Michael Gregory 
allemano

Christopher P. Deans
lisa Rachel Jones
enping tu

CLASS oF 2005
donors: 7  

(4 anonymous)
donations: $790.16
average: $112.88
Immanuel lanzaderas
Davileen Margaret 

Radigan
lily lok Yee wong  

CLASS oF 2006
donors: 4
donations: $1,808.00
average: $452.00
Rachel J. Barton
Kevin Dorgan
alex X. Kjorven
Genevieve Simnett       

CLASS oF 2007
donors: 6  

(1 anonymous)
donations: $715.00
average: $119.17
Sean Jenkins
Patricia Joseph
Gabriel lee
andrew F. B. leung CSB
Nonik Zadikian
       
CLASS oF 2008
donors: 2
donations: $3,100.00
average: $1,550.00
Sonya Marion
Christopher a. Valka 

CSB
      
CLASS oF 2009
donors: 4 
 (1 anonymous)
donations: $531.16
average: $132.79
Blaise Stephen alleyne
ainsley Gilkinson
lucas Ziller   

CLASS oF 2010
donors: 4
donations: $545.16 
average: $136.29
evan ernest Bernacchia-

Canton
Matthew Dillon

2016/17 USMC GoLF CLASSIC 
the University of St. Michael’s College would like to thank the following individuals and 
corporations for their generous support of the Seventeenth annual 2016 USMC Golf 
Classic at eagles Nest Golf Course on July 19, 2016. Since its inception, $2.5 million has 
been raised towards the President’s Fund for excellence in Research and Scholarship, which 
ensures resources are available for our best and brightest students.

hOnOrarY chairMan
Joseph Sorbara 6t3

cO-chairs
James McGovern 8t5
David Scandiffio 9t4

GOld spOnsOrs
arrow Capital Management 

Inc.
CIBC

silver spOnsOrs
Borden ladner Gervais llP
CI Institutional asset 

Management
CIBC Mellon
Fidelity Investments
First Generation Capital Inc.

Mackenzie Financial Services 
Inc.

Mawer
Middlefield Group
Miller thomson llP
PricewaterhouseCoopers llP
Pyramis Global advisors 

Canada UlC
Royal Bank of Canada 

wealth Management 
Russell Investments Inc. 
tD Insurance

GOlf spOnsOrs
aC Family wealth Strategies
aGF Investments Inc.
aon hewitt
BMo Capital Markets
the Boiler Inspection & 

Insurance Company of 
Canada

CG Maintenance Services 
Corp

Compass Group Canada
Fidelity Investments
First Generation Capital
Intermatrix Corporate 

Interiors
John McGrath 6t3
Dr. w. Frank Morneau 
Morneau Shepell
John Novak 7t9
wildeboer Dellelce llP 

special thanKs
eagles Nest Golf Club
James McGovern 8t5
Rosanne Rocchi 7t3

CoRPoRATIoNS, FoUNDATIoNS & oRGANIZATIoNS
donors: 29 
 (3 anonymous)
donations: $137,463.80
average: $4,740.13
apple Matching Gifts 

Program 
astraZeneca Canada Inc. 
the Benevity Community 

Impact Fund
Boiler Inspection & 

Insurance Company  
of Canada

C. l. Burton trusts
the Catholic women’s 

league of Canada
CGC Charitable Foundation
the lucia Colavita 

Foundation

Dominican Friars  
of toronto

ecodyne limited 
ernst & Young Matching 

Gifts Program for 
higher education 

Fidelity Brokerage Services 
llC

Friends of the John M. 
Kelly library

william and Nona heaslip 
Foundation 

IBM Canada ltd. 
the Ireland Fund of 

Canada
Irish Cultural Society  

of toronto

Mawer Investment 
Management ltd.

Morneau Sobeco
PricewaterhouseCoopers
St. Justin Martyr Catholic 

women’s league 
Council

angela l. Smith Charitable 
Foundation

Suncor energy  
Foundation 

Sun life Financial 
Mary lillian Parish 

toporoski Foundation
University of toronto 

Faculty association
Vale Canada limited 
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Marie figueiredo
lina Muasher       

CLASS oF 2013
Donors: 3  

(1 Anonymous)
Donations: $475.00
Average: $158.33
betty Noakes
Nicole V. rocha 
      
CLASS oF 2015
Donors: 16
Donations: $840.00
Average: $52.50
Stefan attig
domenic d. bruno
John Castellarin
Sunny g. fong
Noelle grace
kate a. harold
andrea Joyce
timothy lau
Manizay Mehdi
Jody Ng
Jarvis C. Noronha
amanda M. ormonde
Peyton thomas
ken Z. Yu
alexander P. Zappone
Xiaodan Zhang       

CLASS oF 2016
Donors: 56
Donations: $1,001.34
Average: $17.88
Sommyyah awan
Yazmin d. bayram
Carol borghesi
Patrick bucci
franco J. Calamia
robert S. Capozzolo
tony Cen
Qasid M. Chaudhry
Jie Chen
Palakh Chhabria

Christopher a. Cusimano
tom drechsler
Michael d. gaspar
ashley haines
bryn hooper
Melanie Monica hurley
olivia M. hynes
alicja krubnik
Sydney laiss
Judith a. laus
Su J. lee
Jiayi liao
Zhen k. lin
Zhaowei liu
elizabeth e. Mackey
fabio Malfara
Yizhi Mao
Christina Maravegia
Christine J. Meutemedian
david Milaniak
Natasha Milavec
kelly e. Morrison
dang Nguyen
george a. Nikitakis
Michael-anthony Palermo
alice Pan
florent Pepin-Proulx
amanda Prete
Natasha e. richichi-fried
Marielli l. rodriguez
donato C. rosati
Sarah rudy
timothy Samuel
Jack Saraiva
lacey Savage
anh P. tran
tajinder Ubhi
Minqi wang
Mengying wei
Pamela k. whitaker
hao wu
Stanley k. Yeung
dean Yingzhou Yu
ludi Zhan
kelly Zhang
Yuting Zhang 

THANk YoU ALSo  
To THE FoLLoWING

FRIENDS
Donors: 153  

(23 Anonymous)
Donations: $162,452.97
Average: $1,061.78
Carol achong
derek allen
Clara badour
Phil barrette
John h. baycroft
John benedetto
roland & Marie bertin
lucy brennan
david M. brown
Mary kay brown
walter J. broz
James P. Carley & ann M. 

hutchison
Jonathan Carter
olga Celliers
John & Vera Chau
wanda h. Chmiel
Michael Coghlan
John Colantonio & family
evelyn & fred Collins
frances Cosgrove
robert Crnkovich
Michael da Costa
f. george davitt
Jane de koning
roger defreitas
Cora M. dusk
richard fafara
James k. farge CSb
Joanne a. findon
Vito forte
John d. freel
francis X. P. gavin
kathleen giblin
deirdre anne godfrey
Sarah bronwyn graves
hanny hassan

J. b. healy
theodore hiebert
Michael horgan
Michael & linda hutcheon
ann M. hutchison & James 

P. Carley
ravil ibatullin
edward J. r. Jackman oP
heather Jackson
karen a. Jankulak
allen glen Jorgenson
Margaret keefe
Sean Patrick keenan
John kelleher
frank kennedy
thomas d. kim
anna koehl
Subodh kumar
Peter d. lauwers
larry leduc
an Min Charis lee
Cynthia lee
Nancy C. lee
alexander M. & anna 

leggatt
Jessica lindsay-Sonkin
robert & Carole lovejoy
denise lubinsky
ian Macdonnell
John r. Macinnis
Joseph Mari
kathy McCormick
thomas Mcdonough
John Mcerlean
Catherine Mcevilly Pestl
douglas i. Mckirgan
rae dale Mclaren
anna ferzoco McMahon
anthony a. Merlocco
alison Metcalfe  
Sean Murphy
bernardine Nelligan
Shirley C. Neuman
dairine Ni Mheadhra
alberto Nizzero
robert o’brien

“ St. Mike’s is a big part of my life. i met my husband here, three of 
my sons studied here, and my studies in science provided me with a 
fascinating career. throughout my working life i participated in many 
St. Mike’s activities and i continue to stay involved. Volunteering and 
donating is my way of saying thank you for all St. Mike’s has given me.” 

 –  gLoriA bucKLey 4T8, loYal doNor, MeMber of USMC alUMNi aSSoCiatioN aNd 
alUMNi twilight leNteN retreat CoMMittee
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Donald & Carol O’Connell
Barbara J. O’Hare
Colmán O’Hare
Glenn & Suzanne Olsen
Brian & Anneliese O’Malley
Rosanna G. O’Neill
Norman Opperman
David S. Palframan
Mark Palma
Dr. James Penna
Michael Piehler
Teresa Pierre
Anne Pinkos
Shing-Chi Poon & E-Wen 

Liao
Lea M. Rossiter
Lisa Ryan
Estumi Sakaguchi
John M. Scanlon
Gino Scapillati
Ralph Schnell & Carol-Ann 

Badiou
Mark & Kate Sedore
Robert & Wendy Sider
Joel Singer & Enza Cancilla
Patricia Solomon
Anne E. H. Steacy
Carl N. Still
Ray Stortini
Mathew Szeto & Jenny 

Porter Szeto
Mey L. Tan
Veronica O. Taylor
Teresa M. Tedesco
Starr Tkachuk
Nancy Tomlinson
Annette Tromly
Robert T. Turner
Rudy Tyono
Fred R. Unwalla
Danh Van Le & Tinh-Chau 

Nguyen
Carol Vaughan
Judith Kelly Waalen
Phyllis Walker
J. Leo Walsh CSB
Monique & Christopher 

Wernham
Norma Wieland
I. L. Wong
Mimi M. Wong
Patricia Wooters
Margaret Wu
Lorna Young
Paul & Deborah Zeni
  
PARENTS
Donors: 25

Donations: $5,263.00
Average: $210.52
Walter & Miranda Baici
Alexandra Bezeredi
Michael Britto
Lilianne Chay
Tom Cosgrove
Maria Dos Santos
Lee Ferrari
Robert & Rita Francella
Renato & Susan 

Gawaran
Robert Grace & Mary 

Ellen Nordyke-Grace
Rocky Gualtieri
Bruce & Vivien Haines
Diana T. Lau
Neil & Siguna Louis
Mary McDonough
Edmund & Julie Norkus
Jane M. Puccini
Enzo & Maria Romano
Walter Schultz
Barbara Slabiak
John & Sandra Srigley
Robert & Rhonda 

Stewart
Krystyna M. Taras-

Zasowski
Philip Teixeira
Varouje Zadikian & Seda 

Nercessian

FELLOWS, 
FACULTY  
& STAFF
Donors: 15
Donations: $18,425.01
Average: $1,228.33
Leslie Belzak & Michael 

McFadden
Jonathan & Deborah 

Black
Randy & Anna 

Boyagoda
Kathryn Elton & Peter 

Hohenadel 
Reid Locklin
Paul & Janet MacMillan
Noel McFerran
Catherine A. Mulroney
David Mulroney
Betty Noakes
Ken Schnell
T. Allan Smith CSB
Elizabeth Smyth
Connie Tsui
Michael Vertin     

2017 GRAd CLASS CAmPAiGN 
The 2017 Grad Class Campaign is an initiative to encourage graduating students to give 
back to the St. Michael’s community to mark the occasion of their graduation. This year, 
the funds raised are for the purchase of new audio-visual equipment for St. Michael’s.  
We thank the following individuals whose gift was received by April 30, 2017.

Donors: 36 
Dalya Al-Bassam 
Felix Ang 
Sabrina Apitz-Grossman 
Komal Ayub 
Alessandra Bianchi 
Chantal Brasil 
Da Cao 
Maryanne Cederqvist 
Adrian S. Chung 
Rowan Dalkin 
Adam D. De Luca
Skye M. De Sousa 

Antonina Gambino 
Emma C. Harris 
Scheherazade Hasan 
Bronnil Hawill 
Thomas Huntington
Mohammad J. Jamali 
Brittany T. Juelich 
Hiba Kariem
Murtaza H. Khawaja
Chun Kit Li 
Anah Mizra
Lillian I. O’Brien Davis 
Rosamaria Pagani

Anthony R. Pantaleo
Steven S. Park 
Rohan Patel 
Alixander M. Pawluk 
Nicholas Petrozzi 
Dante Pieroni
Victor Piszczek
Clarke Sciamanna 
Andrew J. Trotter 
Adrian B. Villafuerte
Olivia Wu

MAtching gift Donors to the 2017 grAD clAss cAMpAign
Donors: 17 
Stefan Attig
Carlo Borghesi
Domenic D. Bruno
Tony Cen
Christopher Deans

Sunny G. Fong
Ashley Haines
Kate A. Harold
Alicja Krubnik
Timothy Lau
Judith A. Laus

Rod McEwan
Alice Pan
Mary Scarcelli
Ken Schnell
Peyton Thomas
Xiaodan Zhang

This Donor Report recognizes gifts received from

May 1, 2016, to April 30, 2017. 
 

Donors from May 1, 2017, to April 30, 2018,  

will be recognized on the USMC website at  

stmikes.utoronto.ca/giving/recognizing-donors/
and in a future issue of St. Michael’s magazine.
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Since 1939, Brennan Hall has been a place for St. Mike’s 
students to relax, study with friends and celebrate special 
moments together. Now, it’s time to update Brennan for 
the 21st century. Give today to support the renovation of 
Brennan Hall, which will create a state-of-the-art student 
services hub, provide a welcoming space for student groups 
and staff, and reassert Brennan’s unique place at the heart 
of the University of St. Michael’s College for years to come.

IT’S TIME TO 
WRITE THE NEXT 
CHAPTER IN 
BRENNAN HALL’S 
GREAT HISTORY

Support the renewal of Brennan Hall today and the University of St. Michael’s College will match your gift. 
Give now at donate.utoronto.ca/stmikes, or contact Ken Schnell, Advancement Manager, Annual Campaigns, 
at 416-926-7281 or ken.schnell@utoronto.ca for more information.

St. Mike’s students at a Football Dance in Brennan Hall, 1950. 

University of St. Michael’s College
O�  ce of Advancement
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